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EXPLORE THE UNIVERSE
True-To-Nature Space Exploration with
Carl Zeiss Jena Planetariums
I magine trave ling to the
o uler limits o f the universe •
ihe brillianc e o f the White
Nights at the No rth Pole the mythic al mystery of the

constellations - the beauty
of Salurn s rings
For thousands of years we
hove tned 10 discover the
nature of the universe . but
never has this science been
more exciting than loday.

,

The new projectors from Corl
Zeiss Jeno don t Just bring
you the universe. they thrust
you Into it True-fa-nature
presentations illustrate the
beauty and complexity of

... ~.
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our cosmic home In
schools , universities. science
centers, and navigational
training centers , our planetariums ore unlocking the
mysteries of the universe.
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Updated with the lolesl in
electronic ond computer
technology , Zeiss Jena
projectors are user-friend ly
for easy programming and
operation
For more information about
Carl Zeiss Jena planetariums.
contact our planetarium
specialists.

~EILER
INSTALJf"./IENT

170 E. Kirkham Avenue
SI. Louis. MO 631 19
New Orleans Sales Office
1-800-726-8805
Fox; 504-764 ·7665

ZEISS
Germany

If you re rep/acing your star projeCtor, or planning a
new facility, give us a call. Seiler can assist you in
coordinating your entire planetarium package
including domes. seating arrangements, auxiliary
projectors, lighting and elevators. Our trained staff is
available for technical assistance and service.
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One of the most
developments in
the planetarium field
year is the inauguration of the Planetarian's Electronic Newsalso known as PEN, which prE~miierE~d
in May. The newsletter is the pet project of
Alan Gould, of the Lawrence Han of Science,
University of California,
who felt
that the time had come to explore how planetarians could use electronic networks to
communicat with each other. Several of us
kicked the idea around for
and while
the rest of us were talking Alan plunged in in
true volunteer spirit and got the ball rolling.
The newsletter is still experimental, but the
parti~Ciplants are wildly enthusiastic. It has
grown explosively in its first few weeks, and

The best way to explain the tides has
been a debatable point ever since Galileo
that the moon
tried to convince the
had nothing to do with the
and the
Pope rejected the
This is one reason
the tides make such a good talk for
the planetaritun.
Lars Broman (The Planetarian, Vol. 22 #2)
to use a dynamic approach. He takes
into account the gravitational attraction of
force of the
the moon and the
earth around the earth-moon center of gravity. However, these two forces exactly cancel
each other out. Therefore, at least when discussing the tides,
can be disregarded. We
don't need to explain why the earth doesn't
faU into the moon. Why
an
already complicated issue? The problem is
then reduced from dynamics to statics. The
mathematics is identical.
This is the
used
NOA in cal...... J, .. ~J'A Fo tide tables (Manual of Harmonic
..

Analysis and Prediction of
Special
Publication No. 98). They do not mention

centrifugal forces or barycenters.
even
go so far as to consider the earth at the center
of the system, which for the purposes of
tides, it is.
Whether the uninitiated find it easier to
grasp the dynamic system or the static system is a matter of
I like the statics

pVi"\hriino with enoris
mous
we can
guess at in this early
Alan "'V"U~;AH~"
electronic messages sent to
by the
ipants during the week and assembles
into a newsletter which he electronically
mails to all subscribers once a week on
Sunday; subscribers read it the next time
they check their electronic mailboxes.
Nothing is more than a week old, and as the
newsletter remains electronic from
ning to end (unless someone chooses to
it) there is minimal editing and little reformatting involved. And not only is it fast-it's
free!
Messages posted so far include job announcements, requests for help, requests for
information, announcements of new astronomical discoveries, and a calendar of
tarium events as wen as discussions on many
topics.
PEN is distributed on Internet, the enormous and rapidly
world-wide elec-

it

Jon U. Bell
the Dome
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Jeffrey H. Bowen
SoWldMvice
Stu Chapman
FOCWII on Edu.cation
Alan Daverloort
Jane G. Hastings
Jane's Comer

Charles Hemann
Compu.ter Comer

Richard McColman
Planeteclmica
Jim Manning

What's New

Steve Mitch

electronic communication?
To read and subscribe to the Pla:netari,ln'S
Electronic
send your name,
tution,
affiliation if dUfer,ent
from mstltluuon,

Georgia Neff
KodaUth Komer

Donna Pierce
GibboWi Guette
Sue

Ke~mO'!QS

Moblle News Network

Coleen Rowe & Ervin Batha
News

Richard Shores

Forum
Whitt
Book Reviews
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account, which is issued to
not institutions (each individual
tution should have his/her
Subscribers to commercial <1",,"'U1r,l>":
and I'I.U'l't:lJ11..d
can
connect to Internet, a1tlnml~n
may be a
has
connect services). And several
nies are now
accounts
anyone who is
to pay
fee. Then aU you need is a cmnputE!r,
"'U,""""'''',AAA, and communications softwlue,
you're
In addi Hon to Alan's PEN,
estiablishilng a
to archive
collection of files (like planet:anum
that want to be stored for
of time. Such a scheme does
at press time, but it
reaches you. If so, it will be annOlum:ea
PEN.
the beg;inl1l1ng
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issues:
Froru
TOl [list of SU,DS'~rJLDElrS
Planetarian' EL.ec 4tr()nl.C
From & Alan Gould
Greetings!
Welcom.e to the
planetarians' electronic

Vol.

"VWD.~g •• -

ter. As editor of the Pacific
Planetarium Association's
"Panorama" journal, I have become
more and more reliant on electronic
communcation as a tool in
tion. It is but a short
there
with the
publish "on
wire.
I have
taken the
issue of
Panorama to
er and I decided to take a
time and put the "Planetarian's
Calendar" section of the Panorama
into the core of this newletter.
But before you
to that
let me
a
about
see as
possibilities for this
electronic newletter.
For one
it can be
lished" fairly
news need not
lishing deadline and
editor of the Panorama, I have
often been frustrated at
"hot news" only to have it cool
while
weeks or months for
the
date. I am
embarassed to note that even in
upcoming issue of the
first two entries in the
section are already out of date.
1 am willing, for starters, to be
the editor of this electronic newsthough I know several of
you on
mailing list are as
capable or more capable than I to
act this part. The editor receives
news items from
and anywhere
(not just
) and regularly
sends out the newsletter to those
on the Planetarians' Email list.
The frequency of mailing can be
once a month or even once a week if
called for.
If there
online and
definitely consider
newsgroup on usenet. We
become one of hundreds
of news groups that
be
accessed by the many thousands of
people who read the electronic
news. In order to establish a new
newsgroup, we would need to have
over 100 people ready to vote
Myes" in the formal voting
dure that is required to
a newsgroup. This occurs after a
certain discussion
Details
of how this is done
posted in
the newsgroup news.announce.newgroups if you have access to
Usenet, which you almost certainly
do if
are reading this. A good
name
the group would be
sci.astro.planetaria. Another
sibility is to establish a
board, either an independently
funded one, or
onto an existing
one. A bulletin
could be a
good place to put certain archive
material (such as a script bank)
that would be inappropriate to put
on Usenet for a long time.

Internet is, andrr=========================================================~
shut it down. I
hope that person
EX
D E
remains
I

sometimes wonder
how much farther
Internet
continue
and
I know
some limits in
its "design" I
don't know
it would
to
those.
is fun!
me
know what I can
do!
Keith
From: Tom
@UNCMVS.OIT.UNC.EDU>
Subject: Res
Planetarians'
letter. Good
you may reply
the
Survey via e-mail.
idea for an e-mail script
suggested by
first re:s~)nCie~lt
John
thought
about time
with
ments about
per
the comment
the e-mail address
a contact
available. Thanks again, Alan!!
-Tom
From* Thomas Willmitch
Thanks for sending me a
of the
first electronic-newsletter
planetarians. I'm excited about the
VVDD.LU.~~.L~J"~~. I like the flexibiland timeliness of electronic
I am concerned
drawback. That

Vol.

Se()telrnb~er
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Froms Thomas W
<STARMAN@UNCMVS
Planetarians
NEWSFLA.SH

have
mail.
Regardless, I think that an
tronic newsletter is a
and I would like to be
Director

***********************************

From: Drew Foster/FL
<72371.325@CompuServe.COM>
Hello Alana
Looked you up in the LNP
There you were. Now I know
I
talking tol I would like to remain
on the newsletter list and I second
the motion to distribute the roster
from time to time. Some of those
on-line
not be fortunate enough
to know
Loch Ness folks and
have in their files a LNP
dium or the I.P.S.

***********************************

Froms Keith Johnson
Re.the idea of a separate BBS VB.
a group on Internets you might be
able to convince IPS to fund a BBS.
But that would mean long distance
calls for most
and very
long distance
the nonU.S.
• Whereas at present
is free to those of
us who have access to it. I
thinking someday someone is
to wake up and realize what a

'11 be glad
and other
from the Hubble Space
as it becomes
announce availability
slide sets etc

Dear
Please include me
the subscribers of PEN. News
Scandinavias This
Nordic
Planetarium ~~'~Y_~.Q'•• ~'" ~'~~:~~.Uy
now scheduled for 3-4
Venue
Cosmonova
in
Stockholm and host
There will be a
to Stella Nova
on 5 September,
leagues invite
dome

for

***********************************

From: Eric Schreur
Alan •••
like the idea of a
focused on
might
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There is a traditional but often-overlooked
symbiotic relationship between "skyshow"
presentations in a planetarium and seeing
the ureal thing" through an astronomical
telescope of adequate aperture. This involves
the best of man's ingenious efforts to faith-

GIl

I

them for the rest of their lives.
In the March, 1990, issue of Sky &
magazine, I contributed a one-page "Focal
entitled "Metalohlvsi.cal
Point" opinion
Stargazing." In it, I pointed out the subtle
but very real and significant benefits to the

This ... leaves no doubt in my mind that the wonder
planetarium presentation must be complimented by
ing of celestial objects through a telescope for maximum

QVVL."I'.or

fully reproduce the starry sky inside a theater, on the one hand, and confronting the
original masterworks of the heavens face to
face on the other.
I have had the opportunity of introducing
tens of thousands of people to the stars using
some of the largest planetarium instruments
ever made, including the huge Zeiss Mark II
and the Spitz Space Voyager. I've also had the
privilege of showing like numbers the wonders of the heavens through some of the
finest telescopes in existence, among them
Celestron Schmidt-Cassegrains up to 56 cm
(22 inch) in aperture, a historic 33 cm (13
inch) Fitz-Clark refractor and a 76 cm (30
inch) Brashear refractor (this last instrument
being the fifth largest in the world).
This experience in "star hustling" (to use
Jack Horkheimer's famous phrase) both the
artificial sky and the real one leaves no
doubt in my mind that the wonder awakened in a planetarium presentation must be
complimented by firsthand viewing of celestial objects through a telescope for maximum impact By this I mean a transforming
and elevating personal encounter with
astronomy that your students or visitors will
James Mullaney, formerly curator of
the Buhl Planetarium, Staff Astronomer at the University of Pittsburgh's
Allegheny Observatory, and Assistant
Editor at Sky and Telescope magazine,
currently works in Planetarium Sales
and Marketing for
Inc. He has
published over 500
on stargazing and logged some 20,000 hours
observing time.
6

with
individual of "communing"
the heavens
binocular
and (especially) telescopic observation of its
wonders. The enthusiastic response from
amateur and professional astronomers,
etarium educators, science teachers and students (of all age levels) dearly showed that

drawn to where

Fels Planetarium's roo,f-t(lID nlMaI!'V<!I+n.." ..
refractor and a 61-cm (24

The Planetarian
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My
is that nt'()vi~riiTlIIl
nity for first-hand
encounters
with the day or night
as
of a
tatium visit is essential to any truly meaningful and lasting educational astronomy
experience. In other words, every such institution-be it a large museum installation or
small school facility-should have one or
more good telescopes available (and scheduled) for regular use in its programming,
weather permitting.
As to what size, type and make of instrument this should be, it really matters little so
long as the optics are
and the mountstable. Nothing so draws attention as an
open observatory dome or a large telescope
tube
against the sky in the parking
lot of a
The latter is especially
true for the big Dobsonian reflectors that
have become very popular with
in
recent years, looking for all the world as

(Editor, continued from page 5)
***********************************

From: Todd Sommer
<72677.3316@CompuServe.COM>
John Downey (of the .Andrus Planetarium, Yonkers NY) and
are
setting up the first
BBS. It should be
and running
within days. The
came from
several people in our newly formed
group called M.A.P.S. Junior. All
member are
individuals with
innovative
for planetariums.
This BBS will be home for e-mail
(most like it will have an internet
and will have a
bank,
lessons,
tor and technical ideas
commercial vendor
ing, and much more
We'll let all know as soon as the
BBS is
and running.
awaiting
see the success
of this •••
From: Karl Hricko
<hricko@pilot.njin.net>
Subject: slides
I'm searching for slides which
sent info about Mesoamericans
how they perceived their universe.
Especially the
Teotihuacan,
and Aztec cultures.
there is
anyone in the Network who knows
where they may be obtained (assuming they exist), I would
knowing where and how.
will be used as part of a workshop
presentation to be given at the
Mexican International NSTA
Conference in Oaxtepec, July 23-25,
1993. Thank You!

***********************************

From: MEdna DeVore"
<Edna_DeVore@qmgate.arc.nasa.gov>
Anyone can search
the
Library of
-and other
islation) - by:
telnet locis.loc.gov gets you into
a dumb terminal menu system.
Teachers might like to know this.

Vol.

do like some
celestial cannon aimed
heavenward!
My
from the standof observer convenience, portability (if
grasp, resolution, field of
view, image scale, and atmospheric and thermal considerations, is the compact SchmidtCassegrain catadioptric that is in such widespread use today. An instrument in the 20 to
3S cm (8 to 14 inch) aperture range (whether
portable or permanently mounted) makes a
teaching and entertaining tool for use
at a planetarium. Few realize that given good
atrno:§ptleriic seeing (steadiness), such an instrument will show features on the moon's
surface just a few hundred yards across and
detail in sunspots only several kilometers in
size! Likewise, on nights of good atrnOl)ptlerilc
transparency (clarity), scopes of this class are
capable of revealing the nearest quasarseven from the heart of a light-polluted

the test
your students
staff and administrators as

verse. EX1Jerilenc::e
their eyes, the excitement in their
the astonishment on their faces
into space. You will then know
doubt that
have indeed "c(J>nnect,ed"
with the cosmos. And you will
you have made
the way .,1F ..TU"~".ri
and your mission to
to all who will look and listen.

***********************************

Thomas W Hocking
<STARMAN@UNCMVS.OIT.UNC.EDU>
Subjects Res PEN
JOB INFO FLASH!l
Sudekum Planetarium in Nashville,
Tennessee has an opening for an
Astronomy Educator. This is a fulltime, 40 hours, exempt
in
the Cumberland Science
[detailed descripton deleted for

Fromg Richard H Shores
<rshores@world.std.com>
Hellol I am
the Forum
column for the
issue of
"The
of the
International
Society.
Usually, I mail out
for
responses, but I
using the e-mail way
that you can help me out by
a response to the Forum
which is listed below in
form as it will be published.
know all of you are
your assistance would
appreciated. You can
response via an Internet message
CompuServe
or if you
by mail. I would
to receive
your responses no later than July
7th.
[text of Forum question deleted)
Thanks again!
Richard H. Shores

***********************************
w

From: "Bing F. Quock
<76216.520@CompuServe.COM>
Seth Shostak at the SETI Institute
is
to find out which
taria
done shows about
in
the past year. Seth can be reached
at SSHOSTAK@MClMAIL.COM.
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From: Art Johnson
Addition to Planetarians
please notel The twelfth annual
conference of C-J60, Inc. will
October

IlBchool disscience
this
have some
of standard contract
with the districts (or a letter
) I'd love to see
what you (or others) use.
million,
[editor'S notes
to Andy via
would appreciate
future,
sent personal
to the
re<IUE!~st
them.

From I

it

I

I

I
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bla.nking devices.
A conventional RGB or()1ector utiliziinst
mlYPil-u!~<Ii: laser and AO m<)d\lllators
Many planetariums have discovered the
income potential of laser light shows set to
popular music. Laser light exhibits spectral
purity and high brightness resulting in brilliant color saturation and excellent contrast

shows and advertising. A typical OfC)jector
system, shown in Fig. I, includes a whitelight laser, RGB intensity modulation, twodimensional (x-y) scanners, and a playback
are
system. Manufacturers of RGB

ThiB paper diBcuBBeB recent advanceB in faBer projector technology
which will increaBe ByBtem reliability, reduce BYBtem
operating COBtB, and increaBe faBer Bhow availability. Reduced
ating COBtB will allow faBer diBplaYB to
utilized aB Bpecial
in educational planetarium productionB.
against the dark planetarium dome. Yet,
many planetariums are reluctant to invest in
laser displays. Reasons given include high initial investment, poor equipment reliability,
high operation cost, lack of affordable program material, and poor educational value.
This paper discusses recent advances in laser
projector technology which will increase
system reliability, reduce system size, lower
operating costs, and increase laser show
availability. Reduced operating costs will
allow laser displays to be utilized as special
effects in educational planetarium productions.

increasingly turning to white-light ion lasers
which excite a mixture of argon and
ton gas to produce red, blue and green wave-

i ... ~"""..."<,i+,,, modulation of each
three modulated beams are then ......,'u"" ....,..

,A

The dichroic filters must
cutoff to separate the
line at 488 nm from the 514 nm
488 nm line not
for ::arl...UthJIt/>
en4:lUIl~n

r.~=~:-::-1--.......
~-. .

AUDIO
rIME-CODE

RCB laser Prc)iec:ton
The laser entertainment industry is increasingly relying on red-blue-green (RGB)
additive color mixing to synthesize a full
spectrum of colors for laser graphics projectors. Applications outside of planetariums
include laser light shows, special effects for
film and video, rock concerts, night clubs,
and corporate presentations including trade
Ed Lantz is Chief Engineer at Brevard
Community College's Astronaut Memorial Space Center. His experience
includes optical signal processing
research, laser graphics system deSign,
and the
...:! ~P4:- ~~ of advanced
computer-based educational tools.

8

lengths. Several manufacturers now offer
mixed-gas lasers with a 1-2000 hour warranty on color stability. Use of these lasers
results in a significant size reduction since
only one laser and supply are re<1luiI'ed
A key optical element often used for RGB
color modulation is the acousto-optic (AO)
modulator. AO modulators utilize an acoustic wave within glass or crystal to diffract a
desired portion of laser light into the output
beam (Fig. 2). The acoustic wave is created
feeding radio-frequency (RF) power into an
acoustic transducer which is bonded to the
AO medium. The periodic
variation
of the acoustic wave results in a corresponding variation in the refractive index of the

The Planetarian

argon lines are often mixed with
tlround out" the blue
the OhlotOOlC .,,,,,...,,.,,+ii,,H-..,

vious de:siS!ns,
based proiiect()rs

AO modulator
50% loss of ontlc31
screen.
For effective color
Vol.

UU..IU.u.~.

J

IntQr"U:~it\J n [M(t)r

Angle n'"Af

DIFFRACTED

~m::_:::::Z:$Z~~ (MODULATED)

~

"invisible" to the visual
This is the case with movie film pr()le(:tors
which can
standard

BEAM

UNDIFFRACTED
BEAM STOP
PIEZOELECTRIC
TRANSDUCER
M(t)

v

eB ... Bragg Angle
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v::: Acoustic Velocity of Crystal
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Fig. 2. Standard aCOl1.1StO>-OP11C mlocil.lllatc)l'.
gence of the output beam must be maintained within the beam divergence of the
laser (usually 1-2 mrad). With six multi-axis
optical elements to adjust, plus three AO
devices to angularly phase match, one can
appreciate the work facing the laserist who
just unpacked the projector for a new show.
The poor reliability of these units requires a
laser technician to be on hand to perform
necessary adjustments if the unit is disturbed
or drifts.

A new AO modulator was recently developed which overcomes many of the problems associated with dichroic-based projector designs. The AO device is capable of polychromatic modulation; that is, it can simultaneously modulate multiple wavelengths
without color separation. This device was
developed earlier this year in a joint effort by
MVM Electronics (Melbourne, FL) and
Brevard Community College (Cocoa, FL) for
use in the laser entertainment industry. As
shown in Fig. 4, each laser wavelength is controlled by a separate RF frequency. Since the
RF signals are summed electrically and input
to a single acoustic transducer, a large number of wavelengths can be simultaneously
modulated (up to the power limit of the
transducer). This allows all of the deep blue
argon lines, for instance, to be modulated in
tandem by the blue control signal. Overall
throughput efficiency of the device exceeds
85%. Other characteristics include low
crosstalk between colors, high contrast ratio
(>40 dB), and inherently accurate color convergence without adjustment «0.2 mrad).

Advanced

Projector

RGB laser projector design is dramatically
simplified using the polychromatic AO modulator, as shown in Fig. 5. The output of a
mixed-gas laser can now be modulated
directly without dichroic filters and other
color separation and reconvergence optics.
Only a single polychromatic modulator is
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reqUired. The result is a drastic size reduction, increased reliability, reduced maintenance, improved efficiency, and only one
critical adjustment (AO phase matching).
An advanced two-channel laser prc)jector
using the polychromatic AO modulator was

It should be noted that many
do not yet use RGB pr()jec:t01~s.
RGB n1"f1.i&:>rirnN

BEAMSPUTTING
DICHROIC FilTERS

BEAM COMBINING
DICHROIC FILTERS

COLOR MOD
CONTROL
RED-......_ ...............r

~UE------------------~
GREEN----------------------------~
Fig. 3. RGB laser projector based 00 dJchroic filters and conventional AO modulators.
developed at Brevard Community
The entire optical bench including modulators, shutters, galvanometers and a 141umia"
special effects wheel is less than 500 sq. em.
Contrast this to a conventional design utilizing dichroic filters (Fig. 2) which oc(:ut)lies
over 3000 sq. cm. The optical bench is
mounted on an extended resonator rod
arrangement within a Lexel mixed-gas laser.
This seli-contained unit produces over one
watt of white light per scanner head. The
combination of improved projector optics
and Lexel laser's sealed resonator design
results in a low-maintenance system.

Ideally, laser projector systems would be
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However, basiC
will n ....,u.::.""tmassive
of effort while allC)W]ln£!
room for creative eXI>re5iSiOln.

The trend in
systems
from FM encoded x-y and RGB data on

log tape and towards real-time computer
playback. Computer playback is synchronized to SMPTE or AVL time code which is

projectors will approach slide
in
reliability.
The question then arises; how can lasers
MODULATED COLOR
BEAM

You may have noticed that
tions consist of very
line
and wireframe U.lJI,d,ll(,~:;).

rI .. ~,....

r',n . . . ~

end computer graphiCS.
used as x-y scanners are or<:ier.s-QJr-mlaglrut1ude

UNDIFFRACTED
BEAM STOP

R

G

B

FJg. 4. Polychromatic acousto-optic modulator.
recorded along with the audio tracks either
on an analog tape or digital recording medium. Other dedicated playback options either
in development or in use include VHS video
tape, digital audio tape (OAT), CD-ROM's and
laser disks.

Lasers In Educational Presenta'"
tions
Most planetarium shows utilizing laser
graphics are special events designed to entertain the public and generate revenue. Due to
high operating costs, lasers are typically not
used in standard educational presentations.
Maintenance costs can exceed $50 per hour
for a water-cooled laser projector. Throw in
other overhead costs and a laserist or laser
technician and the laser show can easily
exceed the revenue generated from a school
group.
Continuing improvements in laser projector technology will reduce maintenance
costs and will, for many installations, anow
lasers to be cost-effectively utilized in educational presentations. This will especially
hold for lower cost air-cooled systems. Laser

(Editor, continued from page 7)

us within SEPA had talked in recent
months about the possibility of
setting up some kind of email
forum/newsservice for planetariums,
so your timing has worked out really well- and besides, it will save
us a good deal of workl Thanks for
your efforts, and I hope that PEN
will succeed over the long haul.

***********************************

Fromz NSTSCI PUBLIC INFO. MGR.
<VILLARD@stsci.edu>
Alan, Yes, I'd like to explore an
arragement where you would be our
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supplement educational planetarium presentations? Laser animation in itself is stunning
and can often be used in place of slides.

slower than
CRT vector rli<:lnl~"T<:
such as the Digistar prc.loc1tor.
times are measured in hundreds of mic:ro~;ec
onds. This limits the refresh rate
that objects with
tors have an :::Inlnn'v'lrHJ
Serious wrreframe grcaphlics
sands of vectors refreshed at
times per second Advanced
offer a factor of two or three in<:rease
speed. Alternate
for
dom access scanniing
ment
Another innovation which
prove laser
is I1nf"-\lJ'lClrn
control. A vector display draws wireframe
outline
with a small

POlYCHROMATIC

MODULATOR

RED,BLUE,

...II"..
r

.............
W...;HLASER
...IT_E_L_IG....HT
........
_

GREEN

COLOR MOD
CONTROL

RED.................- - BLUE----------~

GREEN----.........--.........--~

Other ideas for laser graphics include constellation overlays, auroras, meteor ........"' ... .-'"
planet projection and proper motion of projected stars.

Future Developments

to
the
would allow an ...nt·....., """-"1'''' of artistic effects
mClmliIlg shading

This paper was originally presented at the IPS
in Salt Lake City in 1992.

Corl!fert;~nce

Nofficial" link between the world
of internet and compuserve. I would
e-mail you our releases and you
could FTP the latest images from
STScI's STEIS BB. Interested?
From: NEdna DeVore<Edna_DeVore@qmgate.arc.nasa.gov>
PHYSICS EDUCATION NEWS (PEN)
June 1993, No. 2 (excerpt)
An Electronic Newsletter of the AlP
Education Division SPACEFLIGHT DATA
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FROM NASA. The
Space Educator's Handbook is available free of charge on diskette
from the National Aeronautics and
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Lafayette, Louisiana, and PoWers, France,
are two cities with official economic and
business ties; they have been officially proclaimed "sister cities." Lafayette is the home
of the Lafayette Natural History Museum
and Planetarium, while Poitiers is the home
of the Museum Espace Pierre Mendes-France,
formerly called Devenir.
Historical ties between the two towns go
back well before the founding of Lafayette
itself, to early North American colonial
times when the eastern Canadian seaboard
(called Acadia) was colonized by French settlers. Many were from the Poitou region of
France, of which Poitiers is a part. At the
beginning of what Americans call the French
and Indian War (really the fourth of a series
of wars in North America between the
French and British), most of the FrenchCanadian settlers of Acadia were banished
by the British. Many ultimately made their
way to what is now southern Louisiana.
That area, including Lafayette, is now referred to as Acadiana, and many of the descendants of those original settlers are called
Cajuns (apparently a corruption of the word
Acadian).
Today, Lafayette is a city of about 100,000
people in the center of southern Louisiana
and Cajun country. Although the area's
Cajun heritage has left a distinct mark on the
city, it is a fairly typical American city of its
size. Poitiers is near! y as big, with a population of about 90,000, located some 250 kilometers southwest of Paris. As with so many
European cities, it has a long history, with
buildings dating back as far as the 4th
Century.
Following a business trip to Poitiers in
1991, Mr. Phil Lank, then Director of Lafayette's Department of Community DevelopDave Hostetter has worked in the planetarium profession for 17 years, and has
been Planetarium Curator at the
Lafayette (LA) Planetarium since 1980.
He is a past President of the Southeastern Planetarium Association, and
has contributed to several Forums and
to the SEPA newsletter Southern Skies.
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ment (of which the Museum and Planetarium is a part), requested that I make contact
with the staff at Espace Pierre Mendes-France
to establish an official relationship between
our planetarium and the one under construction at that time in Poi tiers. Clearly
such a thing fell within the concept of twin
planetaria as outlined by IPS. Since I had
been thinking about trying to make such a
contact somewhere in Europe anyway, I
thought that Poi tiers provided an ideal
opportunity. The fact that officials in both
museums and city governments
favored such a possibility only made
more interesting.
I attempted to make initial contact with
Espace Pierre Mendes-France during the summer of 1991 After a few false starts due to language and time differences (not to mention
vacation schedules), I was able to get in
touch with Professor Jean Jacquesson. While
not a planetarium staff member, he was instrumental in the development of PoWers'
planetarium; I was quite pleased to find him
enthused about forming an official relationship between our facilities.
We corresponded several times
the
fall, particularly about sources for US programs and planetarium
In
December, Professor Jacquesson traveled to
the United States for a visit. He spent a
in
Lafayette observing school programs and
scheduling, and examining our planet:artwn
equipment and infrastructure, then flew to
Memphis to the Pink Palace Planetarium and
to New York City and the Hayden Planetarium. It must have been a worthwhile
as
I later discovered he wrote a 60 page report
about it!
The planetaria in Lafayette and Poi tiers
officially became twins as of January 1, 1992.
Although we refer to our facilities as twin
planetaria, they are of course physically very
different. The planetarium in Lafayette has a
9.1 meter dome housing a Spitz A-4 installed
in 1969. Its 58 seats are arranged concentrically, with each seat rotating 360·, Dissolve
units and special effects
are
housed in a pair of projection booths. behind
the dome, and in the cove; a system by
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MediaTech
manual COJrltrlOi
automation, In contrast, the planeltarium in Poitiers has 12
automated
Dissolve units and
effects Df()ie(:tors
are housed in an open area behind
and above the
which fea'tur4es
c01np~ut4~ri~~ed automation. Video
jected from a
ahead of or
star machine. Four-color laser
from OD'POs;ite
conducted to those
The dome can be fiUed with
laser
to fill the theater.

nOlrm~iny have
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Events such
media
grams and VIP programs went off
a new member to
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As far as I can
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ned. There don't seem to be many
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and Poitiers are more or less
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installation was handled
our planet:ari"um
technical staff. The dedicated
Skan
and delivered
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updated or eXpalrlOlea,
with minimum
have a ........"''V............ ...
11tE~t1Ine, and be deliverable within
ject time-line.
The final cor:lfiglJl'altion of the
tern allows an operator to select
teen sources. Two Pioneer LD-V
installed to allow
from
of
The money turned out to be the easy part
The purpose of this paper is to share my
able. Two
experience gained as project manager overthanks to a generous grant from the Gates
tape machines were installed to
Foundation.
seeing the installation of a world-class video
tapes
in house. This tape
projection system.
should not be confused
I am fortunate to work with a
older "Beta" horne format
During the past decade it has been my role at Gates
team of talented volunteers and
BETACAM SP is a
professionals that help me to
Planetarium to investigate and
methods of
maximize the capabilities of
enhancing the entertainment and educational content of
our 15 meter, 236 seat planetariplanetarium shows. The purpose of this paper is to share my
um. The concentric seating
experience gained recently as project manager overseei.I1g
arrangement surrounds a Mithe installation of our 'state of the art' video projection sysnolta series four star machine.
Over the years we have intern.
stalled hundreds of automated
Plans for upcoming programming, which I would like to
projection systems and special
share, guided our purchase decisions. Those consllCleriftg
effects throughout the theater.
installing such a system will have to
as we
The automated special effects
of
standards
with
confusing
acronyms
a
list
and slide projectors are used in
G.U.!., S.C.SJ., S.M.P.T.E. (pronounced;
conjunction with the star
machine to surround the audiand simpty).
ence with multi-layered imaeither standard video
Video was first implemented into our 15 meter theater
gery. These complex systems
R.G.B.
from cmnpl11ters
in 1968. The huge rectangular black and white
once
have performed reliably and
are referred to as "multiscan".
proudly projected, has long faded from our dome. It has
effectively for over a decade.
The multiscan
been
replaced by photorealistic, ........"....................., .... '''' ..,'''1-' ...........
With the addition of the video
operator to demonstrate Macin~
system, fu ture shows will be
tosh
simulations
ics, and multiple 12 meter high resolution video
more efficiently produced and
audiences.
Our
astronomer
duced in-house by our digital editing team.
allow us to present more effeceducator
can
also
caB
Future planetarium audiences win
tive images.
t~~rai)hs stored in the computer
Heated
presentations. Those of us that n.o'[ToQlnn
I realized early in the project
and
COIOf, detail,
will need to have an equally sophisticated ulliC1erstanCl:ln~
that our ambitious plans would
the
in real
how to use this new technology.
reqUire a great deal of time,
Our
effort and money to complete.
near the star malchine reQuir€~a
The production office was remodeled to
that three video pro.jec1:ors
Daniel Neafus is the program producer
function as an editing studio featuring a
at Gates Planetarium in Denver, ColoDigital FX tape editing system and four comThe pro'jec1:ors reqluin~
rado. He has designed and installed speputer-graphic workstations. With this equipcial planetarium systems at Gates since
ment the production staff can create
focus to the necessary IS-meter
1978 and holds a degree in electronics
video imagery and computer-graphics inachieved a near "video
technology.
house.
fourth prcljector

Daniel
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fifth backup projector is used in the classroom and is available as a spare.
Just as the Spice system orchestrates the
video components, a Macintosh software
program caned Macromind Director guides
the playback of the computer animation.
Macromind Director is an advanced authoring system that can playback a high resolution animation or manipulate the RG.B. output of the video cards.
Our video "special effect" system incorporates another technological trick. The computer can merge live video with real time
computer animation. This is accomplished
with a programmable display board added to
the Macintosh. The Videologic DVA 4000
converts the incoming video signal into a
high contrast, noise free RG.B image.
Pioneering video technology was demonstrated in our theater more than twenty
years ago. The fuzzy black and white image
once proudly projected has long faded from
our dome. It has been replaced by photorealistic, animated, computer-graphic
imagery and high resolution video effects
produced in-house by our digital editing
team.
These systems, however seductive, are
only tools for presenting ideas. The real challenge lies ahead as we explore how to use
these tools effectively to inspire modern
audiences.
VoI.T.C. is an acronym for "Vertical
Interval Time Code". This code represents
the video frame number counted at thirty
frames per second. Each video frame has a
corresponding time recorded with the video
and sound
G.UJ. is an acronym for "Graphical User
Interface". This term refers to the method
used for entering a command into the computer. Macintosh and Windows use a mouse

(Editor, continued from page 10)

about posting large (1 meg+),
CompuServe does have a graphics
forum which is specificallydesigned to accommodate large GIF
files, called the Graphics Plus
Forum (GO GRAPHPLU). I'm not sure
who the sysop is, but Larry Wood
(76703,704) is sort of the overall
guru of all the graphics forums, so
he may be a good person to send email to.

***********************************

From: NGlen Moore"
<g.moore@uow.edu.au>
I am equipping a small planetarium
(Zeiss ZKP1 projector) and have
only a small budget. I would like
to correspond with anyone who
retails planetarium equipment (new
or used) and show materials. I am
also interested in obtaining literature on special effects design (I
already have the IPS Sourcebook)
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or a track ball to "point and dick" selections
displayed on the screen.
5M.P.T.E. is an acronym for "Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers".
They have established a standardized
method of encoding time information onto
video tape and motion picture film. This
"SMPTE" time code reads as Hours, Minutes,
Seconds, and Frames.
R.G.B. abbreviation for Red, Green, Blue.
This refers to the method that color information is transmitted Color images that are displayed by Macintosh computers are RG.B.
Each color is generated, recorded, transmitted, and displayed as separate information. A
fourth synchronization signal usually
accompanies the other three color signals.
Professional video engineers refer to this system as component video.
Digital F/X®, Inc. is a manufacturer of a
Macintosh based desktop Video Production
System. Further information is available
from;
Digital FIX Inc.
755 Ravendale Drive,
Mountain View, California
800-955-8273

Sky-Skan Inc. provides design, haJrd",~are.
and software to control video projectors,
laser disc players and tape players.
Sky Skan Inc.
51 Lake st.
Nashua, New Hampshire 03060;
603-88Q..8500

Pioneer® LD-V 8000 Is a
controlled, frame accurate laserdisc
that
has been installed in a number of planetariums. Call Sky Skan for more information.

2600 BETA CAM SP®

video.
Sony Communications
pany:

Street
Cypress, California .."........
505-823-2213

g- . . . . .

Macintosh®
are mamulfac:tuJred
by Apple CoIoputers.
Apple
inc.
20525 Mariani Ave
CUloertiJ10. California
744-6351
Macromind Director® is an <>rI'''"..... ''''''.rI
au1:hodnlg software for the Macintosh.
Macromind Im::oI1po):atE~
410 Townsend, Suite 408
San
California
442-0200

adapter converts a standard video
playback on a corOpllter mo.n1tC)f.
&\,.IOI;;VUV)i\,A'I.., inc.
245 First Street
'L."".,.,.,;;, Massachusetts
617-494-0530
"'-' ...JL ........

Glen Moore, Science Centre, Wollongong. snail: University of Wollongong, Northfields Ave, Wollongong
2500, Australia
emailagkm@cc.uow.edu.au
faxl 61 42 213151

***********************************

Froms Drew Foster/FL
<72371.325@CompuServe.COM>
Subject: 1993 ILDA conference
To all ILDA Members and interested
Planetariums: This is an invitation
to join us in Orlando, Florida for
the 1993 ILDA General Meeting. In
addition to the informative sessions of the GM, some of this
year's exciting events will
includes [schedule deleted)
DATES: Nov. 9 - 13. For complete
information contact Barbara
Inatsugu at (310) 399-6482.

*****************

Froms Art Johnson <arthurj@unr.edu>
Subjects Shoemaker/Levy Planetarium
Show Here at Fleischmann Planetar-
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such a pr'oq:raIl!.,
hear
Thanks and best regards,
Art Johnson

***********************************

Reminder to all PEN subscribers*
Remember to check on and support
the effort to establish the
group sci.astro.planetariums
discussion is currently occurring
in "'news
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Bridget M. Shea, Davis Planetarium
Maryland Science Center
601 light Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21230
Planetariums are unique settings that
open the wonders of the universe to many
people. Unfortunately, not everyone can
enjoy the star-filled sky or the astronomy
programs that are available in most planetariums. With heightened awareness of the
needs of the handicapped, we at the Davis
Planetarium have made changes to accommodate people with many different disabilities.
The Davis Planetarium in the Maryland
Science Center, Baltimore, Maryland, in conjunction with the Greater Baltimore Parents'
Association for Hearing Impaired Children, a
part of the Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf, received a grant from the
Association of Science Technology Centers
(ASTC) to develop a captioning system in the
Davis Planetarium. This system was installed
in June, 1988.
The hearing impaired group is far-reaching including the deaf, senior citizens and
many people whose hearing has been damaged by loud environments. Many hearing
impaired people are not totally deaf, but
rather have difficulty hearing speech above
other background noises.
Choosing a system required meeting certain guidelines. The initial equipment, evaluation and production of the captions had to
be relatively inexpensive. The equipment
had to be easy to use and not easily seen
from the theater seats. It had to be programmable and compatible with the AVL
Eagle automation system in the theater. The
Bridget Shea worked for six years at the
Ritter Planetarium in Toledo, OhiO,
and as producer at the Davis Planetarium since 1987. She worked with members of the Alexander Graham Bell
Association for the Deaf, Inc., and
wrote the ATSC grant that enabled the
Davis Planetarium to install captions in
their theater.
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captions had to be big enough to read from
the farthest seats and be close to the dome
without interfering with visuals.
After reviewing several options including
video, LED display boards and conventional
slides, it was decided that a set of two dissolving slide projectors would be the simplest
method for providing the captions. The dissolves could be programmed right into the
show automation controls. Turning the captioning system on and off is as
as
pressing the onloff switch on the Dove unit
which controls the projectors. It was also the
least expensive option.
3 SAV Kodak Projectors

(with backup)
$1,860
3 Lenses (with backup)
$450
Dissolve/Dove unit (used)
$400
Hardware &: Cable
Photographic Supplies
$SO
Evaluation and
opening reception
$420
Total $3,255
The projectors are mounted in the back of
the theater in the projection gallery
below the dome. To better fit into the available space, the projectors face each other and
the captions reflect off mirrors. The cat>ti()ns
are then projected onto the front waH just
below the dome. There is dark,
carpet on this wall and the carpet makes an
acceptable projection surface. It seems to
hold down some of the light scattering. The
captions can be seen from most seats, even
with the Minolta star projector at its highest
pOint, and they are close enough to the
dome to make reading the captions and
looking at the visuals possible. The slides are
simple Kodalith copies of laser printed text
with a Helvetica 14 bold font Each slide contains no more than four lines with a maximum of 40 characters per line.
We worked with a person experienced in
writing captions for scripts. She was able to
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in ca]Jtu)mn$! plame'tarimn pro~~ralmsp
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way as to anow time for
and looking at visuals. As
gram
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tion Universe: Our Future in
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Charlie Wilson
President, Wilson &
1350
Denver,
The leaves are beginning to tum and the
weather's cooler. It's the time of year when
people renew their search for indoor activity
and entertainment. Couple this fortunate
change in the weather with the start of the
academic year and you've got heightened
interest in scientific and cultural resources.
Autumn is a smart time to take a new, critical look at your institution's membership
program. This program offers you important
revenue opportunities-particularly when
you structure and manage it to respond to
current and prospective visitors' preferences,
interests and visiting patterns.
It's not as mysterious as it sounds. In this
article, four strategies for evaluating and
revising planetarium membership programs
are briefly introduced. Using these techniques, you'll gain a better understanding of
your visitors and potential members-and
that's the kind of information you need to
create a productive, pro-active membership
program.

Strategy #1 - Develop An
Accurate, Objective Baseline
Portrait of Your Planetarium's
Visitors
Develop an on-site guest survey, to be

Charlie Wilson is the president of
Wilson &: Associates Marketing,
Inc., a Denver-based market research and planning firm that has
worked with museums, planetaria
and other cultural institutions to
create membership and marketing
programs. Wilson &: Associates also
works as a consultant and advisor
to many of the country's largest
cable television operators, programming networks, and industry
publishers.

completed after visitors attend one of your
programs. The survey should include questions about demographiCS (age, education
level, income range, number of people in
family, ZIP code, etc.). In addition, the survey
should include questions about the
visiting patterns, including how often s/he
attends your programs and those offered by
your competitors. Think broadly when

feedback you receive is as nh'""",·f.h,o.
valuable as
Questions should
programming, admission
presentations, level of pniiov'm~~nt/s,atjs'faction,
of
expectations of oo1tential mE!mlJer:ship,
intent to return for future visits.
groups can
you the kind of ..... _r'i':""i-h
information you
can't
written survey. In some cases, focus
from planet:artum
even include
grams or tours of the
tors'
of these 'rnn"" .. te:l,nt
ments.
Focus group data is ext:rerne!y
plalmlIlg and pro:mo1ting spe<:ifiC proll!:raIlrlS
because it
audience's pr4~ferel1cE~s
Focus group data can also
you i.rl""" ... H~F",
new groups of
members. It
even be

In this article, four strategies
evaluating
um membership program£5 are briefly
niques, you'll gain a better under£5tanding
potential member£5-and that's the kind
create a productive, pro-active member£5hip ""J"',,"'J"'QJ'Io1
defining competitors, because this indudes
more than just the museum down the street
Naturally, you'll want this baseline survey to
include questions about the visitors' perceptions of the program you presented and
you'll want to know about barriers and
motivations for this specific visit
The easiest approach to gathering these
baseline facts is to develop a self-administered survey, which can be placed at the
entrance/exit of your facility and in other
prominent places. The data you gather will
then help you segment your visitor audience
and learn more about age and demographic
specific preferences. This is critical as you
build and strengthen your membership program. Keep your questionnaire short, with
no more than 15-20 questions, one page
printed both sides. Give all visitors equal
chance to complete the form.

Strategy #2 ...... In..Depth
Croup Studies.
Once you know which demographic
groups are your best prospects, it's time to
dig deeper. The technique most useful is a
focus group, in which 8-12 participants, rep-
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their needs and interest levels. Most
tant, focus group information can
structure
restx)rllG to 'I"\.<:V,nl~>''''
tations.

en()u2n to Hhave" information.
is to
the data to work. For
if your baseline study indicates that
have a
of students as visitors, you may want to create new
additional student
for your
program. Focus groups will
what kinds of programs students
will pay for and attend
if senior
citizen attendance is lower and your
groups indicate interest from this group,
may want to revamp your seniors membership program, create
riA:>",,,,,I,,,,,,. other programs that
me:mIJer:silip and rPlI'Pl11I1P<\:
imi>ol1:ant market segInerlt
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response to the front-end
evaluated the effectiveness of the aU(UeI1Ce

r lanetariu
Knappenberger and
Adler Planetarium
1300
Dr.
Chicago, Illinois 60605
The Adler Planetarium recently began
using the process of formative evaluation to
produce sky shows and exhibits. The first
attempt at using formative evaluation for
sky show production was in the Spring of
1992 with Update on the Universe. We used
this process to help us assess visitor knowledge, misconceptions, attitudes, and expectations. We also used it to help evaluate the
salient teaching points, priorities, and structure of the show's message.
Our plan included a front-end analysis of
the audience and the message, and formative
testing during development of parts of the
show itself. Front-end analysis was begun in
February; 1992, and the show opened at the
end ct April. In spite of the short time frame,
we successfully used formative evaluation to
improve the visitors' experience.
The original show topiC and outline had
two parts. The first part discussed natural
satellites (including an astronomical address
in the form of a hierarchy from the Moon to
satellites of galaxy clusters, and a section on
lunar phases and eclipses). The second part
of the show discussed man-made satellites
and included an interactive section on how
to locate these satellites in the night sky.
The interactive section involved directionLarry Ciupik has worked in the Astronomy Department of The Adler Planetarium since 1971 and has been the
Adler's Show Production Supervisor
since 1986. Ciupik is an active member
of IPS and GLP A. Paul Knappenberger
holds a Ph.D. in astronomy and has
been President of the Adler for two
years. Before then he served for over
eighteen years as Director of the
Science Museum of Virginia in Richmond Amy Singel joined the Adler in
1991, and currently works in Evaluation and Project Development
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finding and the llfist-measuring" methodwhere a fist held at arm's length equals
approximately 10· of altitude.

Front-End Topic Evaluation
Front-end evaluation includes finding out
what visitors already know (or misunderstand) about the topic of the show. Since
satellites were the theme of the show, we
wanted to ascertain our visitors' knowledge
about satellites and direction-finding in the
night sky. Twenty visitors were surveyed to
determine their definitions of a satellitei
whether they could find directions using the

... we !5uccessfully used formative
tivenes!5 of a participatory section
North Star; and their perception of the order
of the Sun, Earth, and Moon
a lunar
eclipse.
We discovered that our visitors were
acquainted with the idea of using the North
Star to locate north, but most did not know
how to find the North Star itself. Our visitors most often described a satellite as a manmade object sent into space, but rarely as a
natural body. While satellites as ....... ,"'.~; . . .
bodies seemed to be understood, lunar
eclipses and the celestial bodies involved
were a point of confusion for most visitors.
The survey findings were used to refine
the focus of the show. We added a definition
of the term ll satellite" and introduced the
idea of natural satellites earlier in the show.
Some of the more creative and amusing visitor definitions and drawings of satellites
were used at the beginning of the show to
pique the curiosity of audience members,
and to stimulate comparisons of technical
and non-technical definitions of satellites.
More time was spent on describing how to
find directions, and three salient points were
rr
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three ohipc1:iVf,.,
ment
After pal~ticipaltinlg in this show
we wanted our visitors to be able
1. List three
an observer
to able to locate a satellite in the
(when to look, which direction
high to look).
2. Describe how to locate the
the

segm€~nt.

3 Describe/demonstrate the tl~t'-mpa<:ui'
ing method for deternainling
tude (each fist is aplJrQxinaately
measure from hOI'izon

Since this was our first attempt
formative evaluation in or()(1l1Cing
we wanted to assure ourselves
testing method would work. There~fore,
tested our method on a class of
IJV.t:2IIUa

:in t!'OOl.lctfl.,g it

and gave them a no!l>t-t,f'St..
ence we determined that our test method
would
and that the students
learned from the show.
We discovered this audience had
profble~ms: whether
should
IIbottom" or first
where
the first fist on the
direction

ond no~~t-test
term
from the show.
dents were able to attend the class
ticipated in the second post~test,
except one student had retained
mation.

After revising the script to incorporate the
test results and suggestions from the student
group, we tried this interactive section with
Adler visitors.
Visitors were self-selected for this tryout.
At the end of the show, we announced that
we needed 20-25 visitors to assist us in the
tryout and any volunteers should remain
seated.
The enthusiasm of visitors for the interactive presentation was encouraging, since it
was a change from our traditional type of
show. Even more encouraging was that the
visitors not only enjoyed the interactive section, they also learned from it
To gauge the level and type of interaction
we also observed visitors as they participated. One mother showed her son how to
make a proper fist. She did it incorrectly
when the narrator first said, "make a fist,"
then corrected herself and her son when the
narrator added, "tucking your thumb into
your hand" We were pleased to see visitors
listening and responding! Watching visitor
reactions during the tryout also helped identifya problem. The entire group turned
around to see if they were seated in the
North section after the directions were
flashed It was still not clear to the visitors in
which section they were seated
After this test, the script was rewritten to
clarify the wording about measuring and
extending the fist to full arm's length. The
stars were turned off between visitor
attempts to find the Big Dipper, because visitors said they kept their eyes on the North
Star or the Big Dipper, rather than trying out
the method for locating the North Star on
their own. The compass directions were

(Membership, continued from page 17)
information is the key because it's the guideline for membership. In your community,
family membership may be an important
revenue generator. In another market, special programs for children under school age
and their mothers may be a viable strategy.
The whole concept is to know your market.
Market research is the best, most accurate
and cost-effective way to gain this kind of
specialized insight.
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flashed on and off to help visitors determine
in which section of the pIClme~tar'iU1n
were seated
After making the above changes, we
recorded the revised script and tested it with
a second group of visitors. Minor wording
changes were made after this tryout. Visitors
were excited by the prospect of actively participating, immediately making fists when
the narrator first mentioned it, even before
she directly instructed them to do so.

Interactive techniques can work for many
groups of visitors. Our evaluations showed
that high school students, family groups, and
adult visitors enjoyed using these techniques
and learned the concepts easily. We also discovered that non-English speakers may be
able to participate. Visitors from Mexico
told us that one of their group did not speak
English, but still was able to measure altitude
and find north. This meant the accompanying visuals were also effective (although they
were not formally tested).
Although our effort was not a formal
research study, we successfully used formative evaluation to improve the effectiveness
of a participatory section of our planetarium
show. Following this initial success, we are
continuing our efforts to further incorporate
formative evaluation into the production of
our sky shows.

........... UAA)O:''' would you like to rio'n"I",,,,,
audience? Write down your
tives before you write your
3. Do some front-end eVJlluation

~; y ~,uu your preJdtlctilon
what you've learned from the
evaluation, revise your
(if that's
and
specifically addresses both the
of
and the nhi",,..·t-hroe
have in mind
S. Conduct formative evaluation
dflc sections

Formative evaluation can assist
show that
that you have oe1tenniIleO
It
you
means to test and document your ""ff,o.",t-lu",_
ness. Don't be afraid to try it for
:,'0:::,
"LOlL"

i!

book, '.JIY'~/UJl"i~1l1
can be found in any
ISBN 0-749402-42-3.
tional

Try Formative Evaluation
Yourself:
1 Determine your topic. Brainstorm with
content experts about important
to
be included in the show.
2. Discuss the goals and
you
have for the program. What skills,
and

Frequent on-site surveys and annual focus
group interviews can be an excellent source
of continual audience evaluation and
insight. You can use this data to compare to
your baseline information, to measure audience growth, audience changes, and to anticipate future programming needs and
ences. On-site self-administered visitor surveys are inexpensive to conduct and tabulate, and several computer programs are
available to help you tabulate data quickly
and conveniently. Regular visitor information keeps your marketing and promotion
activities on track and targeted and it helps
you manage your membership program to
attract and keep members who can con-
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tribute significantlly to your overall TPv'pnl1P

to me~mt)ershiD
cated Of ex1tra~:)rdlimuil
have to be tnc.rotum. di~cipJlim~d
tive. The rewards can be substantial,
from increased attendance to a
sustainable
group. Information
is power,
when it comes to
enue
Get to know your awlielilce
... the rewards can be substantial.

and Patrick
Brevard
One of the things I look forward to during
Director of Public Relations at
planet:anum conferences is visiting the host
felt the need to honor the astronauts who
planetaril11m facility. Figuring that I am not
back the frontiers of space and the
alone in my curiosity about other 1-'1OLu.~Lcur
"'n·nr.1·t", ..~t role BCC and Florida's
Coast
ums, I will devote the next two installments
it a success.
had played in
of Countdown to "94" to a discussion about
A
was started to
the history of the old Astronaut Memorial
Planetarium and the new one I',"""",ntlu
establish a small museum on the Cocoa campus ofBCC. In addition to this
Dr.
under construction.
this discussion, I
also
the State of Florida for
will try to answer most of the
I
have already been asked cOJlce~rniln.R
the new planetarium, as wen as those I
the conam sure will be asked
ference. In this installment, I would
like to share with you a brief history of
the facility now called Astronaut
Memorial Planetarium and Observatory.
During the 50's and 60's, the central
east coast of Florida was home to the
Eastern Missile and Test Range as well
as Cape Canaveral. Many of the components which grew into NASA can be
traced to this area. As the space program grew so too did an interest in
things relating to space,
as the 1950's,
planetariums. As
several groups
a
major planetarium somewhere along
of the
the Space Coast of Florida. Some of these proColposals came from Brevard
lege as early as 1965. An astronomy instructor, Robert Wood, made several proposals
which ranged from a modest
to
a major science center with a
urn and observatory. None
of the these original efforts
I will devote the next two
attracted the support necessary to carry them to completion.
By the early 70's, we had
rently under
landed men on the moon
several times and the manEven before the cOJnpleU.on
ned space program was
to look at
ty, the need for a classroom plametaI'iulrIl
a reusable space craft which would allow
became apparent,
routine access to earth orbit As this first era
40 ft (12m) plaltlet"arium
to a
of human presence in space was
President of added. The "' ....""u.u.u
close, Dr. Maxwell Co
20
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sorry for the idiomatic eXl::>ressi()U.)
the
out about this miracle Delrformled
SUIJD4Jse you had a horse.
a nice perDavis Planetarium, I wanted to
Dick
son, you let the
children ride
Knapp and the other members of the
the week you
the horse on weekends.
Cinema-360 group were
to let me in
serious prC.O!E~ms
even lend the horse out to a
on the fun and the result was the pr()(1tlct],On
of this size.
of liThe Space Shuttle: An American Adven- Sometimes, you would teach
to care for animals. J;'n''' ..... "h,.,.rI ...
Of course, none of this will
ture."
you do not attend the
When we
the
Since the mE~etiinll
Shuttle film, people lined up at the
the
now
a
door as if we were
away
away. you should be making plans to come to
money. Almost
our attenFlorida during the
of July
dance increased dramatically. With
higher attendance came
horse,
the children. Then, one
for two new staff positions.
Tubbs, as
me~i:!tinlg, you
espethe horse dies. Lots of
producer, and Wade Richardson, as console
me a business card with "IPS 94"
you do
cially the children.
operator, joined the team.
the back. This will insure that you
not have
money to
a new horse.
In 1987, I assumed responsibility for the
that's no problem because the
list for
and
You
entire building. We hosted our second SEPA
parents of all those children who loved the
also
meeting, and, later, Bob Tuck, followed
Joe Tucciarone, joined the staff. Based on the horse would donate money for a new one.
successes of the past and the support of a The surprise comes as soon as you
fundraising for a new horse. The
highly talented and experienced staff, I felt
sympathize, but don't feel it was that
prothat we were ready to tackle a really
tant. The parents have no first-hand
ject.
ence with the joy the horse gave to the chilIn early 1988, I revealed my
for
dren. Consequently, the
don't miss
building a major planetarium to the staff.
the horse because they never knew the horse
Needless to say, the first reaction was to
or what it did for the children. What you
humor me in the hope that I would forget
is that the time
learn, unfortunately too
about it. After all, we had a perfectly good
to have established the
of your
planetarium which still had much potential.
horse is when it was healthy and peIJo]:miing
at the same time we will be cel,eblratiing
Besides, even from my
and very
25th
of IPS. Our hotels
at
not after it dies.
sketchy drawings, it was clear that this new
Admi'tte(:Uv planetariums are not horses
finest on the beach and will fill up
planetarium induded some
conbut they both share sornet,hifl,g
expect spare rooms to be available
cepts. At the top of the list was the concept
by lots of
but mostwait until the month before the m€*!ti[ng
of combining a Digistar with some type of Both are
make reservations.
ly by children. And children don't pay taxes
optical/mechanical star projector. Even if we
or
to charitable
like
If you
to
paper,
could get the money, the technical problems
museums. If I was
reminded that I will need the cornpllete
of putting two complete planet:ari1um
for the pr(>ce~~dillgS.
Hon systems under one dome would be diffisee a
based
cult at best.
to be pm)HSllea.
than it was origirlally
it a
Eventually, however, we
after it was old and
try. Looking back, I think they were still
humoring me. It wasn't
that
needed immediate attention like a .,.,...,..,,£111,{"_
an
successful program as it is to
insure the continuation
seen as
your th4JUJlhlts
tion deadline or who had weekend
worthwhile-before time and the elelme1rlts,
more mE~aning:tul
This would take millions of dollars and
inc:lu(iin,g the
wear it out
enough paperwork to fill a set of
the
in the furJldirl,g
If you have
for spt~aKler:s.
dias. And that job was the sole res1DOIlSit>ili1:v
1987 was not considered premature but
Gutsch, IPS President, is chairman of
of the planetarium director. For the moment
pla:nning. I could show that the average time
IPS Presid,ent
selection. Also, Jim
at least, all of the work
to
a
from the
of a
to its comis chairman of the works,hoJ)s CCJmm!tmajor construction project started would be
tee. you would like to see a WOlrK~m(JrD
was seven years. This meant that, if
my problem.
ou<, ..... f-"h'v"r went
the renovation
Unknown to the
on a
I
of Astronaut Hall would not be cornpl,ete'd
obtained the first approvals to
a renovawould like to hear from you.
other su,g:~es1ti0I1LS, rE~Olmnlendat.ionls,
until sometime in 1994.
then the horse
tion project for Astronaut Hall. In 1987, I inibe dead and we would lose what was
comments or criticism should
for the
tiated a request to
my administrative assjistant.
renovation of the entire
an
seen (by the adults) as a very successful proexpansion. This may seem like a stn:lflSlfe gram.
solne1thtng nice to say,
r'I ...,"'... t-I"'or wait until
thing to do with the exi:stirUl pllaflietalriulill
Once a renovation
worthwhile, the process
on Cocoa Beach for IPS "94."
operating at peak
until you
and
the preplannjing
consider the bureaucratic
procould
It would take several years and
cess. To understand this, lets use a little
"horse sense" (to my international readers,
reams of paper before
would be
Vol.
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Tom

was born in
South
where he went to school. After
maltric:::ul,atil'UZ he
an aPl:>reIlticeas a fitter and machinist with the South
African
He remained with the SAR for three years
and then moved to JohannesIn 1958 he started w()rkin2
in the
of Mechanical
.l:m;~ineering of the
of
as a technician.
It was at this time that

oPlJorturlitv arose for the full use
of his talents. The JOihaJln~~sbur~
Municipality and the
had decided to build a planet:arium
Thenrclxmoof the planetarium to his
of work and his interest in astronomy had the inevitable result.
Tom joined the staff of the
newly-built
Planetarium in 1960.
The University soon assumed
full responsibility for the ... .,......... i;..,.""
of the Planetarium and Professor
Arthur Bleksley became the first
director. Tom very soon learnt
how to maintain and imnr()vlP
the Planetarium's elaborate
.... "l'I.4AIJ'.u"_A.H and took
in the
fact that he could do this without
any assistance from the Planetarium
manufacturers.

I think these "o·" .. ,'n aDrlia.2~~a e.xcE~rpts
the flavor of PEN and hint at its
bilities. Check it out! And thanks
for getting it started
of pulJlicati<ms.
On the
only one to wonder where our
I heard from
sources that it would be
ready for the summer conference in Utah;
that it would be distributed
following the
that it would be in
the mail in
that we would receive it
the end of the year
now I've not heard
has
been mentioned about it in any IPS corre-
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tal horizons
Planetarium pr4~sent~lti(ms.

when he says that
doesn't 'cut it" when ,,.,,·WAY,, ..,,,"
the universe our audiences.
To be sure, there a down
astronomy. A few months ago,
Museum in
News, where I
some money
used to work, was
dub to be used for the PUlrchase
local
of a GBC 500 CCD video camera and accessories. We were, of COUJLse, very excited The
of
we hooked the
first
.. "iT.......... II ...

"""IJ ....
the Dome" addresses str(lte~~ies
and 10$l~istics for
active, aggressive real
observation programs as
aGllun.ctsto
show~
UJ, ....' "

most
for us was
when we used the drive unit's motor controls to zoom
the craters at the moon's
terminator!
The very first
to come up to the

"The best
to see;
The strongest thing that's given us to see with's
Someone in every town
A
Seems to me owes it to the town to
one.
II

Often he bid me, Come and have a look
the brass
velvet black inside
At a star quaking in the other end.

With one stroke of your finger in the middle.
all where
We've looked and looked, but
are we
Do we know any better where we are?
-from

Frost, 1923

article written
Inc.
Jim is wen-known to many of us: for the past
3O-some years he has been active in bringjln,g
astronomy "down to earth"-as Pittsbur~:h's
Buhl Planetarium Curator, as staff astronoand as an
mer at Allegheny
assistant editor at
in
article, ""The Role of the
for
the Planetarium, is
and as a
our
for
the Dome." The

columns have talked about some of the new,
affordable CCD
now available for
use in om observatorie~ But Jim
up a
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video camera and that the "HH"""""
moon. "So

at an image on a TV monitor. There's a feeling of adventure, because you never know
what it is
going to be
until you
actually step up to the
Then even
their years of
the most jaded person can
look
accumulated cynicism and once
with the eyes of a child at the wonders of the
universe (boy, does it sound like I write
etarium shows for a
or what?)
Actually, this
Effect has a lot
to say about how
should be done
even outside our particular
next time
you're in a museum, check out how
using video discs and TV monitors-it's
amazing how humdrum and mundane a
new technology can become! Then ask yourused
or if
self if the video is
it's simply substituting for hands-on
ences with real artifacts and human interpreters. But museums have their own
lems, and we certainly won't solve them
here. An we need to do is avoid
the
same mistakes.
One logical solution is to
both
experiences to the public-give them a look
them interested,
through the telescope
then use the CCD images on the monitor to
point things out and ask questions.
of the
nize the limitations and the
technology. A monitor may not excite the
casual viewer, but it sure does ensure that
everybody sees the same thing, and a lot of
people can see it at the same time (I swear,

stanGllng at the
and C011G1.1ctlng
views
the
often makes me
feel like I'm at a communion service-I even
have the same kind of repetitive
"You're
at the sun - No, we have

create a certain amount
between the viewer and

BaSically, it's a lot more fun for the public to
piece, as though they were actually
experiment, than it is to stare at an image on a
special filters to protect your eyes - The
dark blotches are sunspots - The
in the
center is as
as the earth - You're looking
at the sun - The dark blotches are sunspots
- No, the filter protects your eyes from
harmful
...")
Of course, in order to make both
ences available at the same time
ably
to need two telescopes or a beam
splitter for your p,,,"'ni,Pt'po
or
is to make
of all good
pIer, easier and more understandable.
of our telescope setups look as if Rube Goldhad designed them.
There is after all a certain amount of terror
associated with new
like CCDsthey're very "black box"-like. I imclgiIle
even the principles of how a
scope works can be somewhat """"T<,Hifuiinn
And in one sense, telescopes themselves can
"Do you

from

can be said for
the
before
in on SOInetmng
not allow for a chance to locate
naked eye
Now all of this is well and
planet:arill1ffi shows were offered to the several hundred
at the
The
is a
512
...... ""f-""... ,HH·.>A d~Dmle. irllStallled in 1993.
.......' .....l... +"

vide skvwatchinfl eX'j:>eri~ences

(Please see
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"PUTT:t:N"G TIlE UNIVERSE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS"
The Universal Theater Control System gives you the power to
control your entire theater through one computer keyboard! All
of your special effects, projectors and video will
spring to life with just a few keystrokes.
Now you have the power to create beautiful and breathtaking
presentations easily, quickly and better than ever before with the
Universal Theater Control System!
POWERFUL

USER FRIENDLY

o Astound and educate your

o Gain complete control of

audience with multiple
simultaneous effects!

your theater with easy to
use commands!

o Breathtaking animation

o Program, edit, and playback
shows with user friendly
software!

sequences are easy to do
at 100 commands per
secondl

o Grab your audiences attention with looping of many
independent eventsl

o Edit shows quickly and
easily with simple Cut,
Copy, and Paste functions!

signed by the user for fast
and easy programming!

devices are controlled from
one location!

computer to control your
entire theater!
0 Add as many projectors
and eRects as you likel

o Video control is a snap
with the addition of a
simple computer interface
card I
expandable through
software!

.-

~

Video Disk
Player

CASTOR

Slide Pl"Ojeetor
Interface

WghEndVCR

_ _--tIAqURA
Time Code
Controller
Audio Source

o All you need is one host

o Easily upgradeable and

o All of your projection

o Projector names are as-

EXPANDABLE

Slide Projeetor

GEMINIL
Projection Control

POLLUX

Special Effect

Special Effect
Interface

EAST COAST CONTROL SYSTEMS • 407 631 ..9799
4955 Brookhaven Street • Cocoa • Florida • 32927

PI
Maintaining a
Richard McColman
Morehead Planetarium
CB #3480 Morehead Bldg.
University of North
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I attended my first planetarium conference in 1985, some eighteen months after
beginning my planetarium career. It was a
Southeastern Planetarium Association meeting at Land Between the Lakes in western
Kentucky, a conference that, in many ways,
opened new perspectives for 'the new kid' on
this world of planetariums. A number of
things remain permanently emblazoned in
my memory from that meeting eight years
ago. One was the variety of individual talents, backgrounds, and personalities 'on
parade' at the conference-therein representing a striking breadth of diversity within the
planetarium field. Another was how the old
AVL automation in the host facility crashed
time after time while running shows, causing the conference schedule to slip further
and further behind throughout the week.
Yet another was how a greenhorn named
Richard McColman presumptuously assumed that he had something to offer othersand accordingly, volunteered to write a column for the SEPA journal.
But oddly enough, one thing that had a
profound impact on me at the time was the
number of fuzzy images that I and the other
conferees endured on the planetarium dome.
In fact, if memory serves, I sincerely believe
that the majority of the shows presented
might just as well have been viewed with
Vaseline rubbed all over my glasses. Indeed,
the effect had been so annoying at the time
that I proceeded to write my first journal column on the need for glass slide mounts in
the planetarium. In the years that have followed, I've seen fewer and fewer 'dome
fuzzies' when visiting conferences. Accordingly, I have assumed a more universal practice in planetariums of prioritizing sharp
focus when projecting slides in starshows.
At the '93 SEPA conference in Bradenton,
Florida, I was approached by a veteran in the
planetarium industry who complemented
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tomer)
my work on Planetechnka, but simultaneously expressed a desire for the column to
address "more basic issues" as well.
"What types of topics are you
mounts.
to?" I asked in my typically inexact English.
show-kit distributors
with the time and expense of nalrlQ-mC)uIllt"Like the need to use glass mounts," was
slides for others (since reIll1otmtilruz.
the immediate response.
and
have
I thought for a moment as this planetarian
resl)QnsibiHt) of the
explained how many facilities still fail to use
even
glass mounts in their shows, and how awful
the shows look
when run on many
I thought for a moment
of these domes. I
facilities still fail to
agreed that, given
mounts in their shows,
this observation, a
'back to the basics'
the shows look when run on
approach would be
these domes. . ..
in order for some of
with glass mounts
the Planetechnka
installments, and
people can't figure out
resolved to tackle
glass-mount hullabaloo
this important issue
about.
one more time.
What's the big
sual ...,.,.,,,,1'1,,, ,..,,, ..
deal with glass mounts anyway? Some people can't figure out what all this glass-mount
hullabaloo is really all about. /I After " you
might say, "glass mounts are more o.., ....""'... "h.""
than paper or plastic mounts,
sold in the average comer camera
besides, if they're so blasted wonderful,
do my slides always come back from developing mounted in paper or plastic? And
most of the show kits that I order come
audiovisual pr()fe!!iskmacls
mounted that way, too',
al. As plall1etcu-ium PlrOOlllCeJrs.
view poor focus
as un,lJrofe~)iottal,
Following
and as educators we should see it as 10vllerin2'
Standard
the effectiveness of the educational
First of aU, plastic and paper mounts folI suppose that some pl,me~tal:ial1s
Iowan amateur standard in slide ...... ,.,..... ~; ..
concern themselves with poor
They represent the cheapest way for film
tions because
don't see it
processors to provide developed slides to the
in1l,n.n.,'f-"",f- issue. If your main COflceln
customer in a form that he or she can use in
COI1Cetlt across' it's VV~~IlU411;;
the home slide projector, when rli~nl!ll""""cr
over poor slide focus as an extraneous
"last year's Christmas at grandma's" in prOjected form. If Dad
is si tUng there running the projector anyway, and the
of Aunt Gertrude starts to look
fuzzy, he can simply grab the
'focus' knob to make her look
'sharp' again-technically
speaking, of course. Since the
average amateur photographer
has little need for anything
beyond this amateur standard,
only 'professional' camera
stores generally carry anything
but cheap paper or plastic slide
mounts. Most planetarium
show-kit distributors also try to
minimize their costs (as well as
the up-front costs to the cusH ..
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nical issue. But consider this for a moment
What is usually the first thing that happens
at the movies when the picture suddenly
goes fuzzy at the reel-<:hange? You guessed
it-the loud-mouths in the theater all start
yelling, "Focus itl" Even though you and I
will likely be more polite in such a setting,
we too find the fuzzy image to be quite a
distraction. It is this distracting effect that
makes poor focus more than just a technical issue. It interferes with our very mission
of imparting concepts to the audience during starshows! For this reason, the time and
effort put into glass mounting slides is an
important investment which pays off
every time you run a show.

The last major objection to the use of glass
mounts is cost. Yes, glass mounts are more
expensive to use, and for the struggling/lowbudget planetarium they may represent a
luxury item in the total scheme of things.
But in the final analysis, glass mounts aren't
really that expensive when you consider the

Figure 3

case of 1000 mounts at $0.1946 per slide
cost-your final cost for glass mounting the
show would be a mere $38.92, or less than 8
percent of the show kit cost From the standpoint of protecting your slides alone, this is
well worth the investment! As you can see,
glass mounts really aren't pJ(l")f>rl~hi'p-·thjf'V'lrp
actually a bargain when you consider the
advantages of using them.

remains constant-both thr'oull:h()Ut
pr<>]ec:tion of an individual
h",,~.H .... ,... effects), and from one
next

A
Of course, let's not forget the main
reason for using glass mounts-their
ability to maintain projected images in
Rear of
sharp focus. But what exactly do they
do that's so special? !t's important to
Glass
keep in mind that when a slide drops
Mount
into the gate of your projector, the chip
of film inside the mount is never
touched by any part of the nrc)iector
mechanism. Even
a ......
lu
functioning projector makes the
mount drop into the same
every time, the film is only In(Un:~ct1v
Figure 2
affected by this process. On the
though, this doesn't appear to be a probleIn.
cost of the typical show kit or astronomy
If
the projector positions the mount, and the
slide set, and how much they improve the
mount
positions the film, then the film-tolook of the show. Besides, glass mounts can
lens
distance
should remain a constant,
easily pay you back for years by protecting
right?
those slides from greasy fingerprints, scratchWrong!
es, and all sorts of other mishaps that require
In a plastic or paper mount,
only a split-second to occur.
of
the film chip are fixed in-1JOsiition
For instance, let's estimate that the average
mount As the film itself is u'!;:}~n}!'!;:,
$500 show kit comes with 200 slides, so
ter portion of the film
you'll need the same number of glass mounts
from the geometric
formed
deflect
for that show (yes, you'll probably add some
rigidly
held
edges
(Figure
1).
In
addition,
the
slides of your own when you run the show,
heat from the projection lamp causes the
but for our purposes, let's just look at the
base and emulsion layers of the film to
original kit to keep our economics simple).
expand at slightly different rates. This causes
At the time of this writing, one can purchase
the center portion of the film to bow and
standard glass mounts from one manufacturflex to different shapes as is heats up, which
er for what works out to be $0274 each. This
effectively makes it increase or decrease its
represents an additional cost of $54.80-or
in
show kit cost. distance from the projection lens.
just 11 percent of the
turn,
causes
the
phenomenon
known
as
Alternatively, if you opted to buy in-bulk
'slide pop,' which can be seen as the
this instance, a
from the same
{"\n&>, ..

IV'V.HUVU.
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eus tecnn.Ol(>gy

and strikes a sensor in
which is
to correlate to
tion of the film in the pro1jec1tor.
posHi(Jfn cJlant,ges (because of heat
because
advanced to the
the tray), the
of the
enalrurc~ as well-and the lens is repOSl'tiOlleCl
with a small motor to reCJIClilJSt
lens distance.
This am~le-'tQ-(1ist:an(:e
catOO
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FigureS
it down at an oblique angle into a mirror,
which is placed, face-up, on a horizontal
tabletop (Figure 4). As a result, the light beam
will be reflected off the mirror and toward
the ceiling, at an angle-of-reflection equal to
the angle-of-incidence. This angle (along
with the height of the ceiling above the mirror and the position that the beam strikes
the mirror) will determine the position that
the beam strikes the ceiling. Now, let's suppose that we then place a piece of plywood
under the mirror (Figure 5). The change in
the position of the mirror will lead to a corresponding change in the position where the
light beam strikes the ceiling. Furthermore,
additional blocks of plywood under the mirror will lead to correspondingly greater
changes in the light beam's position on the
ceiling. Theoretically, we could even place
marks on the ceiling corresponding with the
number of plywood blocks under the mirror, and use this system to predict where the
light beam will strike when similar blockcombinations are placed under the mirror in
the future.

film-to-Iens distance is the
then the mechanism works pretty wen. But
as we indicated earlier, the flexibility of film
can cause it to bow in the mount, and the
resulting shape of each film chip isn't necessarily the same from one slide to the next or
throughout the heating process. Consequently, autofocus mechanisms in practice,
don't always work according to theory.
Also, it's important to note that, because
the film chip in a cheap mount isn't flat, portions of the film will be closer to, or farther
away from the projection lens than others
(Figure 1). This means that it is possible for
parts of the projected image to be in-focus,
while the remainder of the slide stays fuzzy,
even with autofocus. For this reason, autofocus slide projectors, while marginally helpful
in maintaining focused images, are stiU the
second choice for those who seek professional slide presentation

There are several other major ad1V'arlta,gpS
to using glass-mounts, as well. First, unlike
the paper or plastic variety, glass mounts are
designed to be opened completely, a process
that reveals the interior Of

etcetera, with
tion.
And while we Ire on the
mounts have another
won't find in the

f""",f",·",

the mount where the film
resides. This allows the producer to perform an sorts of
manipulations to the
image. Most glass mounts
can easily accept at least
two layers of film, or other
thin materials inside, and
the fact that one can actu~
ally get one's grubby little
fingers 'where the action is'
means that a host of image~
enhancements can be per~
formed Colored gels can be
added, as well as strips of
slide~masking tape-allowing for tinting and crop~
ping of the original image.
And as we've addressed in a
previous Planetechnica
issue, user~generated spe~
cialty masks can be sand~
wiched together with the film
making that planet or
magically float in your dome's starfield, without
the typical illusion-destroying dark-gray
rectangle. This, of course, means that the
audience actually 'sees' that planet or spacecraft as in would appear in space, rather than
merely viewing just another slide of the
object
And for those diehards that still insist on
hand-opaquing their slides with opaquing
paint (I suppose that some folks are just
incorrigible gluttons for punishment!), the
VA ',J<,".UU-

Figure 6

However, suppose we try a variant on this
procedure by substituting one of the plywood blocks with a block of wood whose
large surfaces are just slightly off-parallel
(Figure 6). As you can readily see, our whole
system of predicting the light beam's ceilingposition is invalidated by the extra variable.
This experiment points out the flaw in the
typical auto focus mechanism. As long as
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next, without the common
in the sequence
to
on the dome. For instance, let's
you have a sequence of slides in your
kit that
the beginn,il12
mation of the coma around
In each of the
the 'nudf~US'
remains
the same, while
and coma cloud are
in sU(:ce!isi\re

stages of development. To be a convincing
sequence as projected from multiple projectors aimed at the same dome location, the
'nucleus' images must be precisely aligned
relative to each other-even though the individual pieces of film will be placed in different slide mounts. Glass mount manufacturers have included a number of provisions
which allow the user to align slides for a dissolve sequence-making for seamless
sequences of animation on your planetarium dome. The long-revered method for
aligning multiple dissolve-sequence slides is
by using the pin-registered mount (Figure 7).
This device has three rectangular Ipins' with
a shape and spacing compatible with the
sprocket holes in 3Smm film. Unfortunately,
successful use of this mount-style for image
registration nearly always requires that the
film be shot with a pin-registered camera system, costing thousands of dollars. However,
an inexpensive alternative to standard pinregistration has been developed in recent
years, and we'll briefly discuss this innovation a bit later.

tonal differences of the two halves of the
mount. The white side is designed to face the
condenser lenses and lamphouse when in
the projector gate,
which allows the
mount to stay cool due
to its high reflectivity.
The gray side is intended to face the lens, and
is made dark in order to
elimina te secondary
light scatter off the rear
of the projection lens
from bouncing back
off the mount frame,
through the lens, and
onto the projection
screen. This prevents a
faint image of the plastic mount frame from
being imaged during
projection.
Another Gepe feature is that the two
halves of the mount
separate completely for insertion of the film.
This can be of some use if a lot of manipulaMount Choices
tion of the film, masks, gels, etcetera, is
Nowadays, there are two major suppliers
required. In the case of Wess' hinge-style
of glass slide mounts-Gepe and Wess
mounts,
the second half of the mount forms
Plastics. Both are quality products, but there
'Ud,'
so
to speak, which can get in the way
a
are some significant differences in their
hands
in certain situations.
of
your
product lines, as wen as in the designs of the
mounts
also sport a unique 'periGepe
mounts themselves.
meter latch', which
spans the entire perimeter of the mount
Mask Retaining Pin
frame. This feature
Metal Mask
keeps dust out of the
---Glass
mount interior, and
also keeps all edges of
the mount flat. This
helps the slide<hange
to occur smoothlyminimizing problems
of jamming. These
;,..--_..... Glass
mounts also have
thin 'metal masks'
- - _...... Metal Mask
attached to the inside
of the mount via
Registration Pins
which are molded
Mask Retaining Pin into the plastic frame.
These masks press
against both sides of
the film, creating
Figure 8
sharp edges on a projected standard-format slide image. The
Gepe mounts (Figure 8) have several spemetal
masks also serve to hold the glass in
cial features built in, the most obvious one
the mount frame.
being their two-tone characteristic-one side
There are a few quirky traits associated
of the thermoplastic frame is white, the
with
Gepe mounts, as well. First, while the
other is a medium-to-dark gray (although
perimeter latches allow good access when
this characteristic isn't depicted in the
installing film, masks, and gels, they also
accompanying sketch). This scheme isn't just
require more time to assemble the mount
cosmetic-there is a specific reason for the
itself. While this isn't much of a problem
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when m()uI1ltir12
become rather n:r:ne··co.nsunrUI1,g
mounting dozens or hundreds.

considerable pressure is reclullrea
the mount halves tmlftner.
your way around the entire pe]:imletE~r.
pressure
is sometimes so great
necessitate the use of a
of
mount
task which should be
executed r!:ll'f'''''h'!Ilu
the wrong pos.!tion
mount. The task can sometimes
laborious that one is ternp1ted
the mount to~:etJler cmnoletlely
make that mis:take,
seal the mount can lower focus COllsi5;terlcy
(since the
effect
around the film will be co]mprorniS4ed),
will
lead to the mount rus~~m·
itself as a result
and
use.
the metal masks in the
while
to display
on unmasked slides-tend to n"I!:lIrCl'11n.
increase the space between
two
of glass. This is so, because the film is
installed
the mask rather than
the
and the

pr()lec:Uon focus when
this is generally
a Pr()blem
with finicky pr()je(:uou
such as zooms
and WlC)e-..mQ'le
And
are more eXlnerlsh,e
mounts, too. In fact, my most recent
cOInp,ari1>on indicates that the bulk
Gepe mounts apt)IOilChles
Wess coulnterpaJts
has his1toricalFinally, be aware that
ly made its mounts in several different thicknesses. Standard
lela!:lIHln.n.110'h
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one show kit producer already produces its
full-planet slides with the planet images
matching the Wess standard (except for
Saturn, of course).
Perhaps the most attractive Wess product
for folks without pin-registered cameras is
the 'variable-registration' (or VR) mount
(Figure 10). This proprietary mount has two
tiny cylindrical pins, rather than the three
rectangular pins of a standard pin-registered
mount By using these VR mounts and a special punch to cut small circular holes in the
film (between one row of sprocket holes and
the adjacent film edge), the user can easily
hand-register multiple film chips not originally photographed in registration. If you
lack a pin-registered camera system, and
can't foresee purchasing one anytime in the
near future, you may
want to give Wess
mounts a serious look.
Another advantage
of Wess mounts is the
absence of the metal
mask found in the
Gepe mount Although
the edges of full-frame
images tend to project a
bi t softer, the glass
pIa tes in the Wess
mount create a tighter
sandwich around the
film chip(s), gels,
-............."JIiiIiio................................"""!i!""'VR Registration Pins etcetera. This means
that focus-consistency
is generally very good
Figure 10
when using these
Be mindful that Gepe mounts come in
mounts. However, it is important to note
both 'registered' and 'non-registered' verthat this advantage is negated if the film is
sions. Unless you own a pin-registered campositioned in the mount overlapping one or
era system, you'll want to use the 'non-regismore of the eight small 'glass-retaining tabs'
tered' type.
(shown in Figure 11). If
Wess mounts (Figure 9) come in a wide
this occurs, simply
variety of styles and applications, and are a repOSition the film or
favorite of folks who like using specialty gels, or trim them
slide mounts. Wess mounts come with a slightly to clear the
standard three-millimeter thickness, meantabs.
ing that all their mounts are focus-compatiOn the downside,
ble-registered, non-registered, glass, glassless,
Wess mounts don't
etcetera-they can all be used in the same
seal as well as Gepes
trays. Wess mounts have a hinge between
when assembled, making them slightly more
the two halves, together with a Single-location latch-making mount assembly qUick
susceptible to dust
and painless.
infiltration. And while
They also come in a huge variety, includWess' latching mechaing special-effects mounts with masknism is simpler and
cutouts of different shapes built right into quicker, it's also easier
the screen-facing half of the mount. Among
to neglect closing
these are mounts with different-size circular
them completelycutouts, which are great for masking slides of which can precipitate
planets-as long as the planet image corre- a jammed slide when
sponds to one of these circle sizes. At least
projected-so be atten-

tively thin, but 'Gepe-pro' mounts are a bit
thicker. And some of the folks here at
Morehead inform me that the thicker Gepepro mounts that we used to purchase have,
in effect, been superseded by another mount,
which is thinner than the old Gepe-pros, but
thicker than the 'regular' or 'semi-professional', if you will, Gepe mounts. If you're not
careful, this variety of mounts can be a problem, since mixing different-thickness
mounts in the same tray, once again, can
cause focus problems. And on top of this,
some planetariums have reported a higher
incidence of the thinner Gepes failing to fall
completely into the projector gate-especially in those projectors which are aimed higher up the dome.
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tive
hinge arrangement can also
moplastic mount frame
when multiple
This generally isn't much of a n l... "~' .... n
though it can lead to
focus mc:onS1S~
tencies between some horizontal
cal slides.

them to cheap
mounts. I
sonaUy used both with
have no
oct line. However, since it isn't a
mix the two mounts in the same
a handful of

a
paper or
such, can create pr()bllerrls'1wit:h
trays.
gerler~LUy

cnE~a~er

more likely to have pr()bIE~mS drc.poUur
jamming in the 'Carousels',
Also, be aware of the term 'antl-Y'lPVllto-n'
when
for

'roughened,' so as to minimize the sort of
faint rainbow patterns that are formed when
slide film is pressed against smooth glass.
While these 'newton-rings' are very pretty to
look at, they play havoc with your ability to
project unblemished images on the domeso anti-newton (or I AN') is the "really in
thing" when it comes to glass mounts.
Keep in mind, too, that while glass mounts
will solve most of your focus problems,
super-critical projection lenses (again, like
short-focal-lengths and zooms) are most
unforgiving of even the smallest film-ta-Iens
distance variations. Normally, there will be
just the slightest bit of extra space between
film and glass-especially when using only
one layer of film in the mount. Under such
circumstances, we have found that sandwiching a layer of clear (unexposed and
developed Kodalith) together with the film
chip can act as a transparent 'shim' to take
up the slack. (Of course if you're using film
masks, rather than opaquing paint, these can
fill your 'shim' needs at the same time.) But
make sure to always use the same 'stacking
order' when sandwiching your primary
image together with other film chips, gels, or
tape. Be aware also, that simply flipping the

film over (reversing it left-ta-right) can cause
focus problems as well. This is because, on
photographic film, the image is on the emulsion side of the film only. That means that
flipping the image over will offset the filmta-Iens distance by a fun thickness of film.
When you do encounter critical-situation
focus problems, resist the temptation to refacus the projector for that one slide image.
Often, this means that the one slide will be
sharp, and most everything else will be blurry. Instead, adjust for a 'focus average' for the
majority of your slides in this tray, and disassemble and remount your 'abnormal' slides
(by reorienting sandwiched film chips in the
mount) to make them fit the 'norm'.
Finally, for those of you experiencing the
dreaded 'Crawling Blobs' when projecting
from glass mounts, keep in mind that you
can probably reduce, or eliminate this aggravating phenomenon with a few simple steps.
This problem is generally seen in
humidity regions, and results from water
vapor inside the glass mount, coupled with
temperature differentials encountered when
cool glass and plastic are heated inside the
gate of a warm projector. Although it sounds
like a crazy solution, placing boxes over your

(Opening Dome, continued from page 25)

blesome about setting up observing programs as well, because after you've
all
that time and effort putting together a star
party, you can end up very frustrated and bitter when inclement weather spoils the event
and all the people who showed up are still
expecting you to put on a show. The real sky,
after all, is beyond our control. In the
tarium everything is neat and
and
there's never a cloud in the ceiling (unless of
course we're doing our famous rainstorm
effect).

ence. The sad fact is that not everyone in our
profession feels that way. A survey of planetarium operators made in 1983 brought out a
somewhat controversial attitude among a
few planetarians that it was not their job to
provide real-sky viewing opportunities to
their customers (see The Planetarian, Vol. 13,
No.3: "Obligations of Planetariums to Run
Active Observing Programs" - Bell).
Certainly, if there is a very active, professionally run astronomy club that conducts
star parties on the grounds and under the auspices or encouragement of a planetarium,
then a case could be made for that response.
On the other hand, if there's no such organization to do the job, then it's my feeling that
the planetarium is not living up to its potential or satisfying its implicit mission-to serve
the community by providing programs that
evoke a sense of wonder in the real sky, the
universe, and that create support for the pursuit of astronomy.
Working with telescopes and all that other
technological gadgetry can be a frightening
experience. There's a whole other body of
knowledge that must be learned in order to
watch program.
carry out a successful
And there is also something messy and trou-
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a more continuous tenlpe~rature thI'OUj~h()ut
the daily routine, and will reduce
tial for a CO]t1d4msation--evap~DratiOln
Besides,
the temperature
boxes will also serve to evaporate
the water out of the mounts, eVl"n tl,la II v,
don't
bulb
box, unless
For more information on
mentioned in this
you
write the follol/lTing:
Gepe,Inc.
Road
P.O. Box 715
Pine Brook, NJ 07058
:#1(201)808-9010

16

Wess Plastics, Inc.
70 Commerce Drive
Hauppauge, NY 11788-3936
:#I's (800) 487-9377 and (516) 231-6300

found from our own back
III see you've been
with your
lars, as 1 advised Have you been rrm'owmv
heavens as ,,,,,,,,"V U" II

One logical solution is to
give them a look through
then use the CCO images on
ask questions. Recognize
technology.
But if we do not supplement our planetarium show with a real honest-to-gosh look
throU<gh a telescope, then we have not fully
convinced our audiences that the stuff of
astronomy is anything other than things
found in coffee table picture books or science
fiction movies and TV shows - that those
planets, stars, nebulae, star dusters and galaxies really do exist, and many of them can be
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able, that he
chance that 1...

to extend it Ills there any
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Equinoctal Greetings, literary fans. There's
something for everyone in this column:
teachers, navigators, librarians, hackers,
astrophysicists and students. It's not too late
to write and ask for a book to review, and it's
not too late to send in a review of one
you've read recently. Many thanks to this
issue's reviewers: Alan Gould, Grant Miller,
and Chuck Bueter (Adler's 1992-93 Intern
who's off to Pittsburgh-congratulations!)

"Finding Your Way" Series:
W~iss, Peter, Navigation Activ-

ities From the Exploratorium,
ISBN 0-943451-35-3, Cole, K. C.
(editor), and Navigation Essays
from The Exploratorium, ISBN 0-943451-36-1;
published by The Exploratorium, San Francisco, 1992, ages 10 -12.
Reviewed by April Whitt, Adler Planetarium,
Chicago, lllinois
Here are two soft-cover treasures. Wellwritten, clearly illustrated, interesting and
helpful for teachers and students, both
Navigation Activities and Navigation Essays
are worthwhile additions to your library.
The volume of Activities shows students
how to orient themselves on planet Earth. It
begins with the question, "Where are you?/I
and leads students through exercises to
determine that
Chapter one, "Finding North, No Matter
What," shows students how to find the direction north using a watch ("a dial watch, the
old fashioned kind with hands that spin"),
then how to make and use a magnetic compass.
"Getting the Picture" is chapter two, with
patterns to make a clinometer to find the
distance to a landmark. Making an accurate
map of your backyard, school yard or neighborhood park takes only simple materials.
And clear directions allow maps in two or
three dimensions!
Chapter three, "Where on Earth Are You?",
tells how to find your latitude using the
North Star in the night sky, and your longitude using time zones and a sunny day. Each
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chapter is laid out like the labels in the
Exploratorium: a section "to do and notice,"
some directions, and a "what's going on?" section that explains the principles students
have just used.
The companion volume of essays begins
with one by the editor describing different
cultures' use of maps. In the West, we use
abstract paper models that we follow into
unknown places with blind confidence, and
sometimes we get lost following them. But
there are people all over the world who are
literally never lost. The Micronesians of the
South Pacific use stick charts to navigate
thousands of miles of open ocean. The charts
are not abstract representations of space.
Rather they are mnemonic devices or
reminder systems. Eskimos navigating Arctic
seas and Aborigines in Australia's Outback
are other "never lost" cultures.
The last essay describes a driving trip with
Philip and Phylis Morrison to measure the
Earth on arrow-straight U.s. 183, an exercise
that was documented on the PBS series, Ring
of Truth. The essays provide thought-provoking background reading for adults.
I would recommend these books to school
or planetarium libraries, teacher resource
centers, outdoor education instructors, and
anyone with the curiosity to try
out
where you are.

~

section
the extreme cases of SU1:>er:no'vae
and supernova remnants. The
final section is the issues

poster papers are an written
and
who are
volved in either observational or tn~~or~~t1caJ
COlt1.CE~rnjing the various
h'nrh_'nt'\!3'''' stars. Because these
three pages
are limited to
must be very concise and as such are
Iy
easy to read while also
informative. However, for the sake of
ty, the authors have
assume that the reader will be familiar
the foundations of the
of massive
or with the methods of observation
of certain
reduction, so
and concepts are omitted.
The
of course, is a collection
ifhJ·,pTo·ina opiini<)flS and

Massive Stars: Their Lives in the
Interstellar Medium, ASP Con-

ference Series, Vol 35, eds. J. P.
Cassinelli and E. B. Churchwell,
Astronomical Society of the
Pacific, 1993, ISBN 0-937707-54-6, 547 pages,
hardbound
Reviewed by Grant Miller,
Astronomy, San Diego State University.

of

The Astronomical SOciety of the Pacific
has published the proceedings of a symposium on the evolution of massive stars held
as part of its 104th annual meeting in June,
1992 at the University of Wisconsin at
Madison. This is the 35th volume in a series
of books designed to report on the most
recent developments in specific fields of
astronomy and astrophysics.
The book is organized into five discreet
sections, each of which is dedicated to different fields concerned with the study of the
lives of the most massive stars. The first section appropriately discusses the formation
and early evolution of massive stars, followed by the second section dealing with
the post-main-sequence lives of these stars.
In the third section, the way in which the
stellar winds and ionizing radiation of massive stars influence their ambient environments is discussed, followed in the fourth
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volume.
This volume is not intended
intro<iuctOl'Y text, but rather is intended
be a forum for the most recent research
........................ a
esoteric field of astr0I1l01I1Y
As such it is weB suited for the pr(~fes:sio]lal,
volume that contains a comt>renenSl
range of
and wealth of refere:nCE!s.
For the wen-informed amateur many
papers will be readable and
live, while others will be difficult
opaque. In
the Astronomical
of the Pacific has added an int1ere:stirlg
valuable new volume to their ongoiing
ference series.

From Sails to Satellites-The
and
Navigational Science,
Oxford
Press, 1993, 310 pages, ISBN 0-19AAAA ..... U.:.,

856387-6,

Reviewed
Chuck Bueter, Adler Planetarium, 'Vu.........l!'.v, minois
A navigation

and aficionado,

J. E. D. Williams touches nearly all bases suggested in the subtitle. Accurate navigation
been the artless task of
has not
reClDrdin,g a Global
System (GPS)
readout, as it is for many casual n~'~TilT'''''A''''
today.
it has been the combined evolution of ideas,
and instruments.
Latitude and longitude systems date back
to Hipparchus, yet
over dead
reckoning
for centuries. Part of the failure can be attributed to
navigators and mathematicians who failed
to combine their needs and know-how.
Mathematics had been the domain of
astrologers and savants, Williams notes, and
shipmasters did not know whether
tiona! advice was based on astrology or
astronomy. Spherical
(readily
available since ancient times) and logariithnl1S
were not applied by
until the
18th century. From Sails to Satellites repeat:edly demonstrates the use of both mathematical techniques, for
are
to
subsequent de',elc)prneIlts.
A
"A New Way of
nn,l1lTn1"" conveys the great VhUOSOIJhical
shift required
modern science. Old,
accepted
sometimes have to be
vistas.
scuttled to reveal new,
Williams writes, ex~~m1pli
Classical
ties "an evolution not of
strange new ideas."
required co,mJ)aI'a
Nobel prize winner E. P. Wigner nh'~&>.. ,,,&>.r1
"This unreasonable effectiveness (of mathematics in the physical sciences) is a wonderful
which we neither understand nor
deserve."
Deserved or not,
after the scientific
culture did
idea was absorbed by
naVigators take
of it From Sails to
Satellites gives credit to the great minds who
had great ideas:
Newton,~~"~.r1~'" ~.UHJ~!~.

~"'<TlT'O""" could
tude acc:urcltely
do it on land
observations of the Galilean moons. At sea,
h01we~ler. 10I1lgitude could
be achieved
with an accurate Ch]:on.orrlet€~r
Hardson's No.4, a chronometer accurate to within four seconds I'<"'Olrl·' ..... lT
de of about one mile),
an era of celestial
Of course, From Sails to Satellites covers the basics of celestial na"iQ":ltiem
In the Victorian era,
took the
back seat in SCience, with only modest
and lighthouses. When
in compasses,
the
brothers took flight in 1903, howLess than seven
ever, so did
decades
would be stel~rirUl
for the moon.
.......... "" ........... on the hOlmlfl.,g

you have ever wondered how
in lousy UT",~H.,.",1'
passenger
ch.apt.ers carefully. Sections on
segue
into quantum physics, and enroute the reader learns about modem missile
systems and GPS. Having been chief n ~'ui"""~,,"I"'''
of Argentine Airlines and El AI Israel ...u.u.........
managing director of Britannia
and
past
of the Royal Institute of NaviWilliams is in his element de~K:ribirlg
advances in aeronautical na'viQ'aUrm.
seems to be a
incorrect assertionhe notion that passenger
paramount. Seven "desiderata" are criteria
considered in the
41 A Game of
Chance." While it discusses the failure
bility of automatic
and variables of error, Williams elaborates on
mS:lgrltnJl confession: liThe most COlmplex
n~lJia!~Hr'n nTnt.,.l&>l'11'1 (in mathematical
which the writer has been able to discover
the
of London taxis."
London taxis, and for
reasons.
Un.delrstCllndlab:ly From Sails to Satellites
not a "quick read" Williams aP1Preclaites
igational science
to put its CO]mp'le:X~ities before the reader. Yet one does
to understand funy a science to respect
de'velopm€~nt. Relying
on western
the book omits some of the brilliant
tec:hnliqlJeS of say, Pacific islanders. It
very
omission in such
As a footnote in the
"The Path
of Minimum Time" so
na'visz:ation there is
consider."

their resnec:ti"e

new science (m~o[,ellied
pOlitiCal incentives) was to determine
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Florida's Brevard Community College will unveil a new achievement in planetariums
when it hosts the 1994 meeting of the International Planetarium Society. This
ground-breaking planetarium features a startling and innovative design as well as the first
Minolta Infinium in North America. If you can't wait until 1994, call your nearest Minolta
representative now. After all, at Minolta we know that once you have seen our sky, you too
will believe.
In North America:
Minolta Corporation
Planetarium Division
101 Williams Drive
Ramsey, N.J. 07446, USA
Tel: (201) 934-5347
Fax (201) 818-0498

In Japan:
Minolta Planetarium Co., Ltd.
World Trade Center Bldg. 2-4-1
Hamamatsu-Cho
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan
Tel: 03-3435-5511
Fax 03-3435-5520

Worldwide:
Minolta Camera Co., Ltd.
Planetarium Operations
Esaka CTS Center
2-30 Toyotsu-Cho
Suita-Shi, Osaka 564, Japan
Tel: 06-386-2050
Fax 06-386-2027

ONLY
FROM THE
MIND
OF
MINOLTA

MI

verse. Both
for decision
and action for the
to use (or
not). While some science has become
matic at times
the human eX1DerienlCe,
opini~)n--p<)ssi.ble for a person of
science. Science
and
are not exclusive in their exis~
tence, but neither are
in
Tom
FIPS
Educational Coordinator
Morehead Planetarium
North Carolina

Wouldn't it be nice if the world were suffienllig'tltell1ed that we didn't have to
onenmrlg "fundamentalists"·
self-aDPoill1t€~d scientist who
we often
and hear
ask
answer
comments from our audiences on a wide
One of the most difficult
range of
comments
areas to deal with are
and
from members of the audithe
Dn~sentclti<)n,

members of the audience
eXIPI(llnallu:ms for
NGod did
...... +......,.... of the

in every new

more
encounter is
not """c'n"".r~

Personally, I try to answer such questions
pointing out that I
find no conflict between
my scientific and
indeed I
find that
one another.
Some
will never be satisfied with that
answer-but that seems to be their pr()blE~m,
not mine.

. .. I find no conflict

l7elt:,.w~,:en

ment one another.

The way I handle these cases is to remind
the offended member that science is not
nature opposed to any
faith.
Science is not an abandonment of personal faith or a denouncement of

You
ment"Godis
favorite Einstein
science is blind Science without relj~iCln
lame."

eXI>res;sion. It is an attempt to
with a way
at the universe around
us which is
uniform and testable.
the scientific world view works this
way (or tries to), the "laws"
(bad pun
carved
This is the way I deal with
are ways of .. '""-',....u.'II'\o
and
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ment of life, you must agree that because of
have some int,ere:stirlg rrliS(:on,cellti()nS
that research our understanding of the bioscience that can be used to ap~)ro;lch
diversity of the Earth has increased. We now
in a
way. For InstaIllce,
understand the importance of mc:lintahlinlg
seem to believe that most sdentists
that diversity. Ufe
are atheists. When someone tens
did
I often ten them that n ...r~h~hlu
has become more
Therefore, either god created the laws when he
precious to us
scientists would
agree
created the universe, or he created the universe
but would then go further to
because we believe
subject to these laws, If he created the laws then
tion "How'd He do it?" ~mIlr:tin~
more and more that
thing we don't peI~S011aHy
all life is somehow
they are good and certainly worth our study as
have been done
connected.
Weare
part of our understanding of god. If he is subject
all part of the Earth.
to the laws then they are independent of him and
World peace will
certainly worth our study as they are the controlresult not from hiding our faces from
that science itself is atheistic, I
ling forces in the universe.
point out that science is
new knowledge but
tic" instead The methods of
from a more clear
ply unable to tell us ~n'T-th;nn
understanding that we are all passengers on
they are good and certainly worth our study
the same ship.
the existence or non-existence
as part of our understanding of god If he is
IIscientific
or either
Ignorance, not knowledge, is the cause of
subject to the laws then they are independent of him and certainly worth our study
tence or non-existence of God
pain and suffering in this world Ignorance is
as they are the controlling forces in the unithe tool of the tyrant, the oppressor.
viewed with
Knowledge breeds freedom and happiness.
Our
verse.
Religion is a touchy subject. It is based on
Enough joking. If you are dealing with a
non-tangible and emotional understandings
person who believes that knowledge is bad
and proofs. If people want to be offended
then you're out of luck; and there are many
they will be-regardless of what you say to
people out there who do feel this way. If an
them. But a person who truly follows the
angel were to visit them they would cover
teachings of Christ will be a person of love,
their faces and hide and the thought of gainhonor, respect, charity, and forgiveness.
a visitor makes
ing a deeper understanding. Their 'faith' lies
Science is a purin their ignorance.
suit of knowledge.
I believe that God gave us a brain and he
Our job is to present
Religion is also a
expects us to use it. He placed us on this
science, not just the ,111""'''1'''"';';''''pursuit of knowlworld and commanded us to take care of it.
edge. UnfortunateHow can we take care of the Earth if we do
ffict with religion so
as we
not understand it? Why would there be ly they have develimportant to try to set
oped to be opposed
eight other planets orbiting the Sun, and
necessarily
the MPj"lpriT
to
one
another.
If
countless stars in the nighttime sky if we are
supposed to avoid looking up? He created us,
there is an absolute
the r.1t:1I'me:;'-~::)1I
this Earth, our galaxy, etc. All this for the
Tru th, then both
purpose that we might enjoy it. I find great science and religion
are a part of it and
joy in learning! Now does God have one finger on Venus and another on Neptune, and
will be in total agreis he pushing these planets along the sky ement when the Truth is found
"God did it that way"? Well,
But if
constantly? Absurdl He set down certain
you think it's important to understand and
laws and he let the laws govern the motion
learn about God, then let's understand what
of celestial objects. He built the machine and
'that way' is and why it works so well.
then pushed the start button. Does this
Richard S. Cox
mean that God is just sitting back and
watching? No. He is still actively involved in
Hansen Planetarium
Salt Lake
Utah
the development and progress of man. Not
one sparrow falls but what he does not
1t1t1t**
notice. We study Mars, Jupiter and Venus.
those claims are unan1)WE~rall:>le.
Because they're there? Possibly. Man has an
I have had some pretty unpleasant
entists have far less un,deI'Sta.ndiI1..R:
insatiable desire to explore, to expand his
ences along these lines, but when the person
hOrizons, to learn. But by learning about
than
do.
making the religious comment has been
these other worlds we have dramatically
I believe that the role of a ~ulDreme
more interested in talking than in converin any of the processes studied
increased our understanding of our own
sion or confrontation, I have found that
world and the importance of caring for it
the
of the
of
People have often asked why the theory
questions and comments about religion and
for instance-is
that
of evolution is taught in religious schools. science can lead to some very stimulating
to decide for themselves, and that it
My answer is that whether or not you conversations.
My experience has been that such people
believe that explanation for the develop-

laws which govern Nature. Therefore, either
god created the laws when he created the
universe, or he created the universe subject
to these laws. If he created the laws then
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teach the current curriculum which stressed
astronomy content every other year
in kindergarten and progressing .... &>."" ...,"""u
grades 2, 4, 6, and 9? What were their
What would happen to these three
tarianow?
This was my first (over)reaction to science curriculum reform here in Harford
County, Maryland, a suburban school district in the greater Baltimore metro,ooJlitan
area. With our three planetaria and two
etarium teachers, we had been
34,000 students in grades K-12 in our countysystem which contains nine
eight middle schools, and some "UT<~""·<7_"'V
elementary schools. The central administration was in fact truly
the bus transportation to and from the facilities at our request. And the teachers and students really did love the plane:tari,unl-E~Spe
cially in the elementary grades.
But now, there was (another) new movement afoot: a movement to reform all of
public education in the 1990's-not
Harford County, Maryland, but
'J ...

It was the summer of 1990 when the
shocking news arrived. The great curriculum
commi ttee on the other side of
the dome had been at it again!
The purpose of this column in
This time, the subject of astronobe to solicit the readership for
my had been effectively "dropped" from the elementary and
son plans which can be used to
intermediate school science curfum reform in the schools ...
riculum in our county school system. There were a few concesthe nation, a movement which would affect
sions. A small unit about the solar system
the teaching of astronomy content thI'ou~h~
was left in at second grade. And another was
out the curriculum, and therefore our
reserved for sixth grade for those teachers
tarium programming more than any other
who had the time to squeeze it in After all,
had before. I had to react somehow! After
something had to go to make room for the
many
months of carefully
for any
much newer and popular environmental sciwhispers or voices I could hear on the
ence craze! The teachers would rather take
side of the dome, and
my str(ltej;~ies
their students on a field trip to the new outaccordingly, I had convinced the curriculum
door education center than to the planetaricommittee to let me join I would now
um anyway. Every teacher knew something
about recycling and environmental awareness. Class preparation would be so much
The input of
easier!
teachers is
Another topic which had been inching
its way into the curriculum at the expense of
most needed to help
astronomy and related content was
drug/alcohol prevention education. Who
a voice in curriculum reform-from the
could really argue with the necessity of such
inside of the dome-where the real teaiCh:in,g
a thing? But why did it have to always occur
and learning actually occurs. Like
in science classes? Why did it seem like
teachers before me, I was
of some
astronomy was one of the first things to go
on
newfangled learning theory
when something else new was added?
the whole school
from above.
Was the curriculum committee on the
Inviting the teachers to
reform the cur~
other side of the dome out of touch? Didn't
riculum from the bottom up was the true
anyone IIUp there" realize that we still had
of the
curriculum committwo functioning Spitz A3P's and one Spitz game
tee aU along. The planetarium could not
A4, and that these facilities had been in conexist as a separate entity. The plalnetariurn
stant use throughout previous school years?
would have to do whatever it could to
Didn't they realize that these three facilities
implement the new reforms.
were absolutely essential to help teachers
U& ... ...,....,.....

:7U(#'I./UI
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recent years with some excellent suggestions
the science curriculum is Project
2061: Science for All Americans, published in
1989 by The American Association for
Advancement of Science (AAAS). This book
should be placed on the "must read" list for
every planetarium person who works with
school groups. The Project 2061 report
describes a long range, multi-phased effort
designed to help America achieve scientific
literacy. The project was begun in 1985 during the last apparition of Comet Halley. The
name was prompted by the fact that most of
the children who would benefit by its recommendations would be alive to see the
return of the comet in 2061 The first phase,
ref,orrninlQ'

literacy. Future emphasis in science curriculum development will be for students to
gain an understanding of important concepts rather than a mastery of more content
There are many sources which are supportive of the Project 2061 report One of them is
Science Framework for California Public
Schools, published by the California State

Department of Education in 1990. This publication envisions an ideal science content for
future science curricula which is thematic in
its approach and is designed to show interrelationships between the sciences and other
curriculum areas on a larger scale. It discourages students' mastery of collections of unrelated facts and trivia, and the organization of

years under the Planetarium Use
Schools feature. This is an()th~er
which should be
on the
list for every
who
school groups. These volumes
obtained from The Lawrence Hall
Universitv of callifo,rnia, RI"1"ln:.loP>v

reform are some new ideas reg,ardiIlR:
ing and
which are
the
of new science ~Uln~I"U".
The teacher becomes a leader or .. ""..uu.... I1..'-"Jl,
with the students be~colnirlg

If criterion-referenced tests are going to measure students' mastery of higher order skills, and hold school systems accountable
for the students mastery of them, then we as planetarium teachers are duty bound to include the teaching of those kinds of skills
and their assessment in our lessons.
culminated with the publication of the
Science For All Americans manual, where the
conceptual base for reform was established
by recommending the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes all students should acquire as a consequence of their total school experience.
The second phase, still occurring in many
local school systems, involves the cooperative effort of scientists and educators to
transform the recommendations of the first
phase into new and alternative curriculum
models. It is in this phase, where the input of
planetarians and their collaboration with
dassroom teachers is most needed in helping
to shape science education curriculum reform.
Most planetarians will find that many of
the methods they already incorporate in
their
are supportive of this effort
and simply need to be "refreshed" with a few
additional features added or removed here or
there. Sometimes the same topic to be treated in the planetarium setting might need to
be reconsidered as to how it might support a
particular learning outcome which had really been there all along, but maybe wasn't
considered before.
The third and final phase of the recommendations of Project 2061 will be a widespread collaborative effort in which many
groups active in educational reform will use
the resources of the first two phases to move
the nation toward scientific literacy. This
phase is expected to last ten years or longer.
Planetarians will find that Project 2061 is not
asking for us to teach more and more content-but less! The only content recommended is that which is essential to scientific
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content into fragmented separate sulJielcts.
Instead, it focuses on integrated holistic
learning. Examples of the major science
themes which are recommended to be
woven through all curricula are aspects of
energy, evolution, the recognition of patterns of change, the comprehension of scale
and structure, stability, and the interrelations of systems and interactions. Science
Framework for c.p.s. contains several excellent suggestions for teaching astronomy
which could be implemented in the
tarium setting. One of its contributing writers is Cary Sneider, whose contributions to
planetarium education through the Holt
Planetarium and the Lawrence Hall of
Science at the University of California at
Berkeley, are among the most excellent to be
found in the planetarium field
Another work which supports all of the
premises of the Project 2061 report and which
is directly concerned with the use of the
planetarium for student use is the PASS
(Planetarium Activities for Student Success)

series. This series is composed of twelve volumes. The first four volumes provide a general orientation to astronomy and space science induding activities for both the
tatium and classroom. The remaining volumes contain entire planetarium programs
which are designed to be presented live with
active student participation encouraged.
Series editors Cary Sneider, Alan Gould, and
Alan Friedman have assembled some of the
best work available anywhere in the field of
planetarium education-induding some of
the best work by the late Dr. Gerald Mallon,
which appeared on these pages for several
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de'lrel()prneIlt in 1992. Marzano's thesis is
Sigl!liti.carlt bnUlrOV'erraenl:s in student
ing will occur when we as teachers
sciously
what is ", ...+,,,,,,11,,
about the
process into our teacnl.IlR:.
Marzano believes that when teaChing,
teacher must attend to five 241"........ ·1'<11
ildimensions" of learning.
live attitudes and J)elrCe]:>W:>flS
ing, (2) the
and int~egrcltioln
knowledge, (3) the extension and refinement
of
(4) the mE~arrin12:;tul
kn<)wl.~~e. and (5) the ae\l'e!opment
ductive habits of mind As an ex,unlple,
ine a first
in the planet:ari ium
first time who is uneasy about the <1arkenling
of the room. Until the chUd is put
very Uttle if any
can occur for him,
This situation could
be avoided
the
teacher and atten'(liIllg
the lesson togetber
the first dimension of
in
certain that the children have nn~:i1"i'll&>
attitudes and
In the
dimension of Aeami.ng,

seem unrelated to the
teacher.
The third and fourth dimensions offer the
plane·tarJlan his or her best An·nA1rh' ..... H·n to
support the school curriculum which has
embraced the dimensions model.

some of the science education curriculum
in the
reforms
those called for in the
~p~eciHc plalnetar'imn lesson
u which attempt to address these
su~~e:5ti(mS for curriculum reform. In some
cases, a new way to present an old lesson
publi:)he:d before may be
Planetarians interested in this idea are invited to
share their ideas with others
this
forum. It is recommended that the . . .
format be used in this section:
pUIUU.UU...

J A . l ' V n u ..' "

dimension, where students use Prn,nUJ'!t>r1..,.t>
Dn-,nIA'U such tasks as

pr<)gr':lmme:d into
tarium lessons. Even when astronomy content has been removed from the curriculum,
setastronomy teaching in the
can serve as the vehicle to engage students in the
of
described

mind is
Planetarium lessons can be desiigrled
,,+"" the
of accuracy in meathe content part is not
surements.
jTY'llr\A... t~H"'i'_ it doesn't really matter what is
being measured
but the skill of
accuracy measurement
fostered
The final realm of educational reform is
in the area of assessment and accountability.
School systems are
the pnHo~>oplny
that all students can and will learn. The
of A
F which often
em,phaslzes what students can't do is
rer)la<:ed in some locations with de~>crilptjive
reportiru! systems for parents which
size what the children can do. Criterion reference tests administered in many states
stress
students meetestablished standards rather than comstudents to each other on the basis of
their standardized test scores. These criterion
;1"11"£'\ ..."\£'\...

tog1eth1er in coo1perathre
and to utilize some of the "mltID,er-le"e1"
skills described in the dimensions model

forth. If these tests are
to measure stuand
dents' mastery of these kinds of
hold school systems accountable for the stuthen we as pA4;mt:~{aIldents mastery of
um teachers are
bound to include those
kinds of skills and their assessment in our
own lessons also.
The purpose of this feature in The Planetarian
is to
the plCJme:taI'lUIn
as a vehicle which can be used to "'" ...' . . .""..tVol.

Title:
OtltCIOn:le(~)): an outcome is a clear statement of what teachers or school districts
a student to know or do when
instruction is
In this case, the outcome would relate to the lesson at
but
mayor may not involve the
of
astrol1oxny content.
M4at~1i~ilS: (includes those materials the
att4mding teacher should
on planetari-

instruction,
classroom teacher. This need not include
astroxloxny content, but may include lessons
to
the skills to be ae"el()nea
plalnetariurnsuchasnh~D~ui~,a rl~~'~ih~'na

accurate measurements, etc.
tion, if your lesson involves students working in
groups, the classroom
to
stuteacher should be
dents to these groups beforehand since
he/she knows best the individual abilities of
the students.
activities,
as well as
plalletCJlrium itself.

prE:~-planE!ta]:iUIn

CWDol1lwn Areas: a

curriculum areas other than science
the lesson could be
such

mind which illustrate a component
ence
which should be built
instruction at all age levels. A list
tions are:

idea.
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Brought to you by and of interest to:
Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems

Sue Reynolds
Onondaga Madison
B.O.C.E.S. Planetarium
P.O. Box
Syracuse, New York 13221

USA
Fourteen people attended the very first
user's group meeting for Powerful Interactive Planetariwn Systems (PIPS) onJune 17,
1993 at OCM BOCES in Syracuse, NY. This
group is an outgrowth of the International
Planetarium Society's (IPS) Portable Planetarium Committee. IPS recognized the need
for a support system specifically designed to
aid "little guys" in the organization. Small
stationary planetarium and portable planetarium users have much in common. Most
use their domes for presenting interactive
lessons and need to use low cost special
effects. Space is generally limited in these
domes and budgets are microscopic. Susan
Reynolds (OCM BOCES), IPS Portable Planetarium Committee coordinator, sent invitations to known locations in New York and
bordering states. Learning Technologies, Inc.
(creator of Starlab planetarium) also sent
invitations to all Starlab people in the surrounding areas. As can be observed from the
enclosed list, those attending this first meeting represented a variety of locations and
planetarium applications.
Spirits were high, laughter abounded and
generosity flowed as we put our "domes"
together and shared tricks of the trade.
Enormous amounts of public domain materials from IPS committee files were displayed
and distributed free of charge. Books, tapes,
prepackaged programs and low cost special
effects were made available for perusal. John
Odonish shared a classroom activity using
an overhead projector and constellation
plates from Richard Barry's book Discover
The Stars. He plots constellations on acetate
and has students practice identifying and
connecting the stars for various constellations. Fred Arnold uses a simple socket and
red light placed in the storage area of his
Starlab stand to illuminate his face for presentations with deaf students. A red
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maglight, held by a teacher is focused on the
interpreter and students who ask questions.
He always carries his magUght on a string
around his neck and has found it useful for
many other applications. Lindarae Bauer has
the interpreter seated in her Starlab tunnel
with two red safelights angled to cut down
extraneous shadows.
Bill Ottman demonstrated a primary level
planetarium lesson that goes along with a
BOCES science kit called "Sunshine, Shadows, and Silhouettes." Using the planetarium sun to discuss properties of light and
dark he compares a bright light bulb to the
sun as students become involved in a discussion of light and heat and the fact that animals need light and heat. Children are
encouraged to name animals that they have
as pets. Bill has the children identify animal
head cutouts and uses these to create different sized shadows and silhouettes on the
wall or behind a bed sheet Students discover
properties of light and what is required to
make a shadow or silhouette of various sizes
and shapes. They also practice making shadows using the cutouts and their hands. It was
suggested that closure could include Robert
Louis Stevenson's poem "I have a little shadow that goes in and out with me" found in A
Child's Garden of Verse. Dover Publications,
Inc. Shadow books are great and classroom
follow-up might include reading parts of
Peter Pan by James Barrie.
Doug Seager supervises 35 people who run
Starlab. He suggests that we examine the projection light assembly carefully because
sometimes he has problems with the "sinking light syndrome." The entire light socket
sinks and he has found that the
way to
repair it is with needle nose pliers. Lindarae
extends the life of her projection bulb
periodically cleaning thf' tines to remove
carbon build up.
Andrew Schwartz and Lindarae Bauer
both explained some of their work with navigation lessons and geography. Hopefully
they will demonstrate more when we have
the geography cylinder available.
Seager explained a method for creating surround vision earthscapes and moonscapes
by making the landscape on a small (4.5 cm)
plastic dome. This dome is then mounted on
a tube with a light source inside. He is willing
to share this technique in detail with anyone
who wants to experiment with it. He has
used it before when he worked in a small stationary planetarium.
Lindarae Bauer shared one of her Native
American Indian stories with us. It explains
how the dark side of the earth came to have
light. This is a favorite and we have it on
tape. Lindarae also handed out a bibliography of good sources for Native American
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Indian stories.
Suozzo gave us
teaching about the
She
derful small demonstration
before
the plane'tariiUIlIl.
the sun and demonstrate their Cl1an;l{lfllg
positions in front of the zodiac COinSteUations. She uses the Starlab RAY cOI:asteUation
cylinder to demonstrate the
zodiac along it. A su~~g;e!;ti(J.n
remove all the mag;n4etiC
lab to show the
stellations
Susan

tive Sun and Seasons lesson utilizilng
horizon line for .II.11UUJI\.UAj15

They sent a clear
with as well as
for us to
als, Gerald Mallon lessons and their
Grant
for us to examine.
also
lunch and
for
prillltir~ that needed to be done.
that this PIPS
exitrelnely valuable and
meetillg is Pla:nnE~
Announcements and
will be mailed in

eclnnowIg;y Centers as well as
notified users.
Think about
GROUP in your area. This kind of
could meet at your
phlme:t,u'imD
association conferences for one of their
g;et:-to,g;et:nelfS and boost your
bershi1P5 as wen as encourage

to Coe

",d~"4o;;,.VU

ROE, 1220 South Main
GA 31768

starting her new program.
Paul
(180 .... J1~u .. "'.v.u
Buffalo, NY 14225 USA) is
company with a Starlab.
Joan Blackwood (First District
Box 2669, Statesboro, GA 30459 USA)
ducting a
for

list of Attendees
Getting our "Domes" Together
June 17, 1993
Attendees:

Planetarium:

OCM BOCES Planetarium
Susan Reynolds
Kim (putnam) Grome Rodax Bldg. #8
6075 E. Molloy Road
PO Box 4774
Syracuse, NY 13221
(315) 433-2671
FAX (315) 433-1530

Starlab

Cliff Ehmke

Pine Grove Jr. High School
6320 Fremont Road
E. Syracuse, NY 13057-9498
(315) 656-7265

NOVA III

Gloria Mabie

Eagle Hill Middle School
4625 Ender Road
Manlius, NY 13104
(315) 682-1280

NOVA II

Annette Salsbery

MOST

Viewlex Apollo
Starlab

Franklin at W.Jefferson St
Syracuse, NY 13202
(315) 425-9068
Lindarae Bauer

Oneida-Herkimer-Madison
BOCES ISSD
1900 Bleecker Street
Utica, NY 13501
(315) 793-8512

Starlab

Doug Seager

Science Coordinator
Wayne-Finger Lakes BOCES

Starlab

PO Box 228
Disney Building! Cuyler Street
Newark, NY 14513
(315) 331-5763
Fred Arnold
Bill Ottman

Monroe #2 Orleans BOCES
38 Turner Drive
Spencerport, NY 14559
800-832-8011 (in state only)
(315) 832-1140

PeterTigh

Program Manager Science
Starlab
Cattaraugus-Allegany-Erie-Wyoming BOCES
1825 Windfall Road
Olean, NY 14760
(716) 372-8293 x244

Starlab

Laura Lehtonen

Albany-Schoharie-Schenectady BOCES
47 Cornell Rood
Starlab
Latham, NY 12110
(518) 786-3211

Patrick McGinn

Washington-Warren-Hamilton
-Essex BOCES
10 laCrosse Street
Hudson Falls, NY 12839
(518) 747-0493

Starlab

Wendy Suozzo

3 South Helderberg Parkway
Slingerlands, NY 12159
(518) 439-0529

Starlab

Andrew Schwartz

Science Plus, Inc.
POBox 226
Bellrose, NY 11426
(718) 217-4994

Starlab

410 Greeves Street

Starlab

John Odonish

Kane, PA 16735
(814) 837·7865 home
(814) 837-6030 Kane Area Middle School
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ers this summer.
April Whitt (The Adler
Planetadum,1300 S. Lake
Shore Drive, Chicago, IL
60605 USA) requested
some of the new Stan
Simmons materials to
update her files.
I met Jon Hornyak
(Idaean Institute, Director of Marketing Development, R.D. 4 Box 125,
Wheeling, WV 26003
USA) at the spring Middle Atlantic Planetarium
Society (MAPS) conference. He has a magnificent science outreach
program and delivers
hands on science in a bus
designed to look like a
space shuttle. He uses an
Apollo but mentioned
some exciting new developments for the
future involving multiple Starlabs. He orc.mi:sed
to send details. I'll
you posted
Judy Mercier (TRI - ED
Enterprises, Inc., 1902 S.
13th Street, Omaha, NE
68108 USA) is a Starlab
representative and requested a set of materials
for her files so that new
users will have a better
idea of what is available.
Stu Chapman (Planetarium Director, Southampton Middle, Moore's
Mill Road, Bel Air, MD
210l4) writes tiThe
tarium at Southampton
Middle School serves students in the Harford
County (MD)
schools (Grades 1-12) and
Harford Community
College (Astronomy 152).
Included in our attendance area are five
schools, four middle
schools, and fourteen
elementary schools.
Although we have the
ability, we do no "taped"
or "canned" programs
and no public shows. AU
lessons taught in the
planetarium are live and
feature the interaction
and participation of the
students and their teach-
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our own unl~Hl(U
vide classroom teachers with ....... ".u.<'H·
post visit activities to use with their stulde:nts
before and after their planet:arill1m
work with the classroom teachers
teaching
The plametariuIn
Spitz A4 installed in 1970 with
dome and 55 unidirectional seats.
appreciate very much your sen.aU:all
of the IPS Portable Planetarium
described at the recent MAPS ... VA''' ......... ,.;; .. " ... '''.
Thank you very much for your
has been an IPS member since 1985.
Allen r'l""""""""1"\.A1~f-

domain materials. His committee
de~;criotj.on of each item
to us all.
Laura
(23 Narbrook Park, Na]~lJelrth,
PA 19072 USA) was also at the MAPS
ence.
Kate

re<~uE~tE~d a set of materials to
op activities at his
I called Dennis Anderson HA1·~~.~",~

and he doesn't know what halD~~ned
slides or tapes that went
lessons and he is not aware
the
tie materials and turldiIlg
could use a set of our materials.
Dave Weinrich (Planetarium Coonlinato'f,
Moorhead State University,
MN
56563 USA) wrote to thank me for materials.
He runs a
512 and says, 14A lot of
teachers have access to a Starlab and
to hear! He also gave me two new locati<)ns
of portable
and one of
tacts wrote to thank me for the re~ow'ces
provided for her
Thank you Dave for
us to
ers.

Richard Monda (PI,me'tariuro, :S<:hene<:ta-
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tady, NY 12308 USA) writes: Please pass this
information on to Bert Ballantyne (Manitoba Planetarium) who requested information on where to find a star chart as indicated in your March Planetarian column."
Edmund Scientific Company, 101 E.
Gloucester Pike, Barrington, NJ 08007-1380
USA, sells a Galaxy/Milky Way Giant Wall
Chart which is 173 cm by 91 cm. It has 9,100
stars, 250 deep sky objects, and the constellations. It is on page 179 of the new catalogue
and is #D38,074 for $24.95.

Found
Two readers came to my rescue! Both
Richard Monda (see above address) and Gary
Tomlinson (Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium, 54
Jefferson SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49503 USA)
sent the English version of the Foreign
Language sCripts. After reading it I see that
what people have been telling me is true.
The script is very basic and would only be
suitable for beginning classes. Thank you so
much guys!

The manufacturers of the Starlab portable

planetarium announce the availability of a
free Starlab Educators Directory. The booklet
lists 21 of the most experienced Starlab educators in the world Each listing includes information on funding and programming as
wen as where and when to reach the educator. This resource was written to give people
who are interested in the planetarium an
opportunity to speak directly with experienced users, and to ask questions about programs, equipment, and usage. For more information about this publication, contact Betsy
Keats, Promotions Manager, Learning Technologies, Inc., 59 Walden Street, Cambridge,
MA 02140; telephone (800) 537-8703.

MMI Corporation Announcement:
"We are writing to advise that we expect
to market a very inexpensive portable planetarium for grades K - 8 which will be caned
the Einstein 2.0 Planetarium. It will consist
of a 2.0 meter suspended dome and a small
projector. It will project constellations, stars
and their names, etc. It will appear in our
new astronomy catalog scheduled for release
in September 1993." I will be COlnt(JICtlmg
Ralph Levy (MMI Corporation, PO Box
19907, Baltimore, MD 21211 USA) for further

*7------

information and will let you
about this
as soon

I convinced them and Le,un:ing Te(:nnlO!ogies Inc. to allow me to
to you:

Starlab Case #SL-231.
Kodak
III E proiiect()f.
Marantz Model PMD 430 cassette
1 Realistic #SA-lSO amplifier.
2 Bose #102 loU(1spE~e]rs.
1 AMX #MX40A remote control.
2 Front surface mirrors and mechanisms.
Standard wall dimmer.
1
1
1

Joe

Hackman
Davis Planetarium
M:::I'rvl:lnrl Science Center

Mirror mechanism,

player
Dimmer

--~-==t-H+YJ--+------t~-re.,I
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Signing Off:
As you can see it has been an active spring.
I will dose with some invaluable information from yet another generous source:
If you have not met them you must find a
time to get together with John and Alison
"BB" Meader (North Starlab Planetarium, 4
Osborn Street, Fairfield, ME 04937 USA). You
may be able to connect with them at IPS '94
in Florida and attend their workshop. This is
the most dynamic duo I have met in a long
time. They are running their own business
with Starlab and are willing to share the "ups
and downs" of the business with utter frankness which is refreshing and extremely helpful. The following is a copy of John's presentation at the recent MArs conference. Thank
you John and BB for all the inspiration and
information.

Owning Your
Own Planetarium

from allover the country. Yet the answer is
different for everyone. There are many variables to consider. Is this person doing it alone
or with someone? What kind of market does

program
also nn·to-<1altP
periodicals. We had been pr<xl'uLcirlg
forming 1i"""l!~thJ'''''lv cOlmplex ::luI1inVi"ual
ductions. I knew that to go out

In 1987 my wife and I quit our jobs at a
Maine and took a Starlab portable
small business. ... We modified the Starlab,
projectors, produced seven different elementary
shows. and hit the road with our traveling

£:llUiLAuLA

he have? What is the cost of living in your
area? What kind of competition is there?
What kind of programs does he want to
offer? When does he want to start? The list
goes on and on. In the end the decision has

we would need to have a similar
scaled down) setup. Portable DlametarluIn
units come with
the dome
jector.
this is the backbone
planetarium, I knew that, pel~soIlalJ.y

North Starlab
John T. Meader & Alison "BB" Meader

Projector Box
SE Projector
Slew Projector

John T. Meader
North Star lab Planetarium
Fairfield, Maine
What should I tell this guy? He's
from somewhere in the Midwest and
he wants to quit his job, buy a portable
planetarium, and go into business for
himself. Any sane person knows that
there is no money in education, right?
So why would anyone want to try
something as tenuous as becoming a
freelance planetarian? And why is he
asking me these questions?
The answer is simple of course. I've
done it. In 1987 my wife and I quit our
jobs at a science center in northern
Maine and took a Starlab portable
planetarium on the road as a small
business. Our venture really started in
mid-1986 when we began ordering
equipment, producing shows, and
advertising; for a year and a half we
worked full time at the Science Center
and put all of our spare time into our
new ventUre. We modified the Starlab,
added special effect projectors, produced seven different elementary level planetarium shows, and hit the road with our
traveling astronomy show. Now, six years
later, we offer over twenty different programs and are serving an audience of about
15,000 students per year.
So this guy wants to know what he should
do. It's a tough question. You'd think I'd be
getting better at answering it because we've
been getting eight to ten calls a year like this
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Control Console
wi Star Projector
& Ektagraphic on top

to be his, not mine. I can't tell someone what
he can or cannot do. All I can tell him is
what we have done.
We began preparing for our project two
years before we started on the road. There
was much to be done. For several years we
had been operating a successful 7.3 meter
diameter planetarium with dozens of projectors and special effects. We had at our disposal audiovisual mixing and editing equipment and an extensive library of slides and
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burn out with
a starfield and
projectors.
The first thing that needed to be
to pick out and order the ""n11i1l"1,rn~~nt
would need We
basic portable pla]:let~lriwn;
manufacturers. We
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and a slide prC)lector
gies were also very helpful and supportive of
recorders, one cassette and one reel-to-reel.
north side of the
Soon we found ourselves with a huge pile
our ideas.
The next concern was the peripherals.
sits, has a control
of equipment Clearly some of it (i.e., audio
remote slide pf()ie(to]~.
mixers and camera copy equipment) would
Other Starlab users we talked to said they
always stay at home, but all those special
often used a slide projector, so we opted for
four. With four slide projectors we
could have a cross-fade in the
southern sky for simple animation,
Diagram #1.
plus east and west pointing projecConsole Face
tors. For special effects we had to be
Scale: 114"=1"
selective. We wouldn't have space
for anything too specialized, so we
tried to list things that could be
used in many different circumSP
Sol
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
S-8
S-9
S-1O
stances. People suggested it would
<0>
<0>
<0>
<0>
<0>
<0>
<0>
<0>
<0>
<0>
<iP
be difficult to lug too many such
.-----------------~
DC-I
5"12 Motn-l
contraptions around because speSLEW
<W
Cfi>
c::@
cial effect projectors often have the
Clock
Slide
Projector
#
I
(left)
reputation of being delicate. The
<0>
@=> Cfi> <0>
suggestion was well taken, so we
DM-lI2
Script I folder
settled for only small, well-made
Slide Projector #2 (Center)
<0>
effects that could withstand the
DM-3/4
@=><W<o>
abuse of being carried about Steve
Savage of Sky Skan Inc. was of great
<Q>
Slide Projector #3 (Center)
help here. We made use of Talent
DM-5/6
@~ <0> <0>
Projectors that Sky Skan sold They
<Q>
are lightweight, small, quiet and
Dimmer
Adv/Rev Foe OnJOIT
DM-7/8
use low wattage bulbs; this combi~------------r-------~----~Scri tRR~es~t------~------I-----------~
Strobe
nation of attributes works well
with a Starlab. We also built many
Opening Cover Plate
.~
special effect projectors ourselves.
We ended up with a rotating earth,
evolving star*, meteor shower*,
auroral, lightning, image rotator,
clouds, rain, slew, active sun, rainbow, sunset*, Milky Way, and variU nswitched AC
ous shadow projectors. (Projectors
Outlet
marked with a * are Talent Projector available from Sky Skan, Inc. All
other projectors we built ourselves.)
We also put together a moderate
sized slide library. We bought a
Hardwood Feet
copy lens for our camera, a slide
duplicator, a copy stand, and bulk
rolls of Ektachrome and Kodalith
,"VJLA.;)V',';;,

<iPO

rOD

o

o

o

V

~

films.

We knew that our programming
was going to be primarily live and
interactive, but we didn't want to
limit ourselves to just that From
experience we have learned that some subjects are best tackled by using taped excerpts
in combination with a live discussion. This
meant of coarse that we would need a good
sound system. We experimented with many
portable tape decks, but settled on the Bose
Acoustic Wave System. It produces excellent
quality sound that fills the dome. To produce the taped audio portions for some of
our programs we bought production music
from Loch Ness Productions of Boulder,
Colorado. This in tum led us to the purchase
of an audio mixing board and two more tape
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North Starlab

effects and slide projectors would have to be
carried with the planetarium. Carrying them
loosely in a box was out of the question. To
run this much equipment would take some
type of centralized control panel, so our console began to take shape. The console had to
be small enough to be portable, yet large
enough to house some of the equipment It
also had to control all the projectors. The finished product measured 71 cm long, 56 cm
deep, and 66 cm tall.
The completed console sits in the center
of the planetarium dome with the star pro-
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effects. We also induded a 12-volt DC
for operatiI1l$l; small reversible motors and
small lamps. The south side of the console
has a locking access door and several
in ports for special
Housed inside the console is
pa1:chbo:ard the 12 volt power
about half the
effect n1i"~'\i",,~f-n ... "
Everything inside is bolted in
we place the console in the center
dome, the
inside are aUjtOI1n.at.icalIy aligned and in focus. The cOInp.letE~d
sole weighs 27 kilc)gr'anlls.

The three other slide projectors and the
remaining special effect projectors are divided between two smaller projector cases that
are set side by side on the north side of the
dome. One case houses the two crossfading
slide projectors aimed toward the south. The
other case, holds a slewing projector and several special effects, aimed toward the southeast. Cables run from these cases to the console for remote control access, Two power
cords also run under the dome in the north
and follow these control cables to the console.
Our only concern with the Starlab Planetarium was its acoustical environment. We
are all familiar with the unique acoustics of a
domed room. This problem was a given, but
we found two additional acoustical problems with Starlab. First, the fan used to
inflate the planetarium had to be left on the
medium setting to sustain the dome. The
noise level of the fan on that setting was just
too loud for me. The low setting, which was
acceptable acoustically, didn't have enough
power to keep the dome inflated After much
experimentation, the solution cost only
twenty dollars: we went to K-Mart and
bought another identical fan and Vekroed
them back to back. Their combined strength
on the low setting was enough to maintain
the dome, and the combined sound was
about half that of one fan set to medium.
Another acoustical problem arose when
we set the planetarium up on a hard surfaced
floor, like a gymnasium. The general acoustics were awful. Luckily again, the solution
was easy-a carpet. We chose a very lightweight rug with a speckled brown color that
hides dirt well. We use three rolls of carpeting to cover the area. Each roll is 5.5 meters
long by 2 meters wide. These three pieces,
unrolled and laid side by side, cover the floor
space. It greatly improves the acoustics, provides a warm sitting surface for the students,
and allows us to hide our cables out of sight.
The whole venture was financed by my
wife's salary and a small bank loan. For nearly two years we lived off my salary from the
Science Center, while her full salary went
into creating the business of our own
tarium. In late 1987 the second major
expense arose, buying a van to tote an this
stuff around. Our total initial investment
was about $32,000 worth of equipment,
$18,000 for a van, and most of our free time
for more than eighteen months.
While all this was coming together we
were also busy creating a mailing list of
schools, libraries, museums, and recreation
departments. The Maine Department of
Education publishes a School Directory each
year that lists all the schools, public and private, and gives their enrollment, grade levels,
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principal's name, a phone number and
address. We had very little money left for
advertising, so we settled on a direct mailing
approach. We designed a brochure as professionallooking as we could afford The timing
of mailing these brochures seemed very
important. We planned to start traveling
with the Starlab in December 1987, so we
made our first mailing in January 1987. The
idea was to get people thinking about us
while they were thinking about school budgets. Also we endosed an "if-you-would-likemore-info" type of note that could be sent
back. We mailed about five hundred
brochures and received nearly a hundred
notes back requesting more information. We
followed up every note with an information
sheet and a personalized letter. This method
of mailing enabled us to get specific names
of contact people for our mailing list.
Our second mailing went out during the
second week in September. We picked this
spedfic time so that our brochure would not
be lost in a huge pile of summer mail waiting
to be sorted In this mailing we induded a list
of our different presentations. Soon after that
reservations started coming in. Within a
month our first three months of scheduling
were nearly full.
Our first year was quite successful, but
doing up to five programs per day, five
a week was demanding, espedally when all
we had were seven different programs. To
say the least, I got tired of "Mr. Sun" and
"Orion the Hunter." So when the school year
ended, we spent most of the summer developing six new shows to add to our
popular repertoire. This brought the number
of programs we had to offer to
and
and
we began offering teacher
star parties.
We found that it was dearly to our benefit
to have a diverse offering. First it serves to
help keep me fresh so that I don't bum out
on repetition. This is a real concern as my
entire day consists of traveling,
up,
down and
and giving shows, then
traveling home. The more variety the better.
Secondly, it gives teachers and
more variety to choose from. With a
diversity of programs, it potentially enables
us to visit the same schools year after year.
With a little thought about scheduling no
one should ever have to see the same program twice, even if we visited the same
school often.
Our programs now vary from the traditional planetarium fare of "Solar System,"
"Sky Tonight," "Space Shuttle," and "Telescopes" to less conventional 64Sky Legends/,
"Dinosaurs," "Volcanoes," "Radio Astronomy," "Weather," and even "Birds." Some of
these programs are available to a variety of
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pe]:pllexin~ to us at first.
answer seemed to be that we should

a
off when we

years earnirl~s.
your ......,..,..."4...... ~
lnslW'illg the business was also en1tertaining
because we had a difficult time
company who would insure us. I guess
idea hit most of them as
a little
we insured our
the-waH.
theft and other disasters,
we
upa basic
So this is the kind of stuff I tell
from the Midwest Will he
knows? The 'Tnn", .. i-~,nt

some yes, for some no. Has
to me? You bet!
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LASER FANTASY INTERNATIONAL
1721 132ND AVE NE BELLEVUE, WA 98005-2224 USA
(206] 881-5356 fax [206] 883-7169

Look up (or north or south
your listener to do anything? Does the narraImag4ne, if you will ... (Rod '1.:*''''.. 1........''''
tor show a real awareness of the visual expeand introduction to any modeD
rience? Were they written before, after or
eyes, draw an
line
during the preparation of visuals for the
...? ("Look for") Follow the
show? These issues are all indicative of the
affectability of your
script
Once again. I paused to

Setting a

Of Maine
5781 Wingate
Rnn,'IIf"It.""'/lf· .... u

Did you happen to notice, in the last
installment of Forum, that the question was
raised, "Can the planetarium medium compete with modern educational technologies?!1 Some of the responses invoked the special ~experiential' affects of our theaters and
some mentioned the value of the interaction
between the professional planetarian and
viSi t()is, David L. DeBruyn warned "We must
diligently strive to make 'Planetarium' something far more special, a unique and enveloping experience that in no way can be duplicated by peering at a computer screen or
video monitor."
Once again, I paused to consider the role of
the script in the planetarium experience.
Reading the last issue of The Planetarian
you may have noticed David Menke's surve;
results: 44% of planetariums present only
live shows, but 49.5% present a combination
of live and taped shows (presumably with
scripted narration in the taped segments).
The 'live' portions give ample opportunity
for the kind of special experience that sets
planetariums apart from the rest, but does
the scripted or pre-recorded portion support
the mission as well?
I have encountered several sCripts (even
written a few myself) that do not It should
concern all of us that, as Sharon Parker
replied to the Forum question, "Unfortunately, many planetarium programs are
guilty of perpetuating the 'passive syndrome'." In order to truly engage the audience and involve them in the planetarium
experience, the script, like the live host,
needs to acknowledge and communicate
with the audience. The script can be aware of
and share the environment of the audience.
It can and should direct the audience just as a
host would
Look at your own scripts. Do they ask
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script in the planetarium

When the intention is to set a mood scene or atmosphere, it
is not as hokey as some think to guide the
audience. It can more harmful for an audience to be baffled by visuals, unfamiliar to
them, that the planetarium staff has taken
for granted for so long. This example shows
how the Fels Planetarium in Philadelphia
leads the audience quite painlessly into a
scene in "Cosmic Discoveries: The Shape of
Exploration:"
'Journey through time and space with us
now, as we explore the changing shape of
our planet through history and the discovery of the vast universe which surrounds us.
We begin by asking how many planets harbor life. But this reqUires knowing how
many planets there are. And to answer that
we must discover how many stars exist,
around which planets could orbit"
("Zoom through time" sound effect)
"We begin our journey of exploration in
ancient Greece, where great thinkers were
modifying the course of science. They had
recently come to believe that the universe
was understandable."

Conversation versus
At the St. Louis Science Center's McDonnell Space Theater, Laura Kyro writes shows
with a conversational tone that appeals to
the audience:
"Many of us tend to write scripts which
never address the audience as people.
Wording and phrases are high-fallutin' and
don't attempt to make the audience feel that
the show was written with them in mind I
mean here that a lot of dispassionate talk
about 'mankind' this (which may offend the
distaff side as well), and 'humanity' that, may
not have the same emotional and educational impact as saying 'you', and 'we' and writing conversationally.
I believe that audiences get more out of
"From your own backyard on any clear
night, you can draw a line between these
two stars and find the star Polaris/' rather
than liTo find PolariS, draw a line between
these two stars." Sometimes it's been helpful
for me to go over a script and find places
where some 'you's, we's, us's, etc. might be
added or substituted to show the audience
we're talking to them, and not at them, and
are asking them to be a part of the show/'
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pletely different).
Those of us who cut our teeth
an narration may balk
rhetoric. The risk is in sotlmdinll
fessional. The reward is in rt&>1LV&>I,nniin ....
tionship between our visitors and
tarium.

'live' lecturer has --- d"o ...
questions to
the attention and
ment of a group.
recorded narrative
skill. In a
men's program, the short answer/recall
Any ...., .."..*"' .......
tions are very
more than a few listeners
to answer it, such as, 41What haJPpcmEd
tin man in the wizard of Oz when
caught in the rain?"
In a mixed adult
these
as the au':.tieln.cE~'S
questions are as
willingness to answer out loud
Writers often use the rhetorical qUE~ti~:ms
blend into the narration without
ger of intimidating the audience.
example of the rhetorical QUlesti.on
introduction of "Visions of the IT.."h"", .. "",,1I
written
Dr. Michael D. 1./"'''7n£'.I.-I",
Chabot
in '''_1_' __.-''
"Aaah-another beautiful
[Pause] Have you ever seen so many
once? Have you ever wondered what
can see? Have you ever taken the
look up, out into our universe?"
That shows the writer's awareness
in the theater.
audience's visual
A little more
but with
to the audience pe:l.'sJ;lectiv'e
& . ., . . . . . . . .

extensive ba,ckiu'oun,d iIlfo,rrrlatjion
for a correct response.
Vol.

Planetarians are familiar with many such
questions ... they've heard them before hundreds of times. In a script, the answer can be
given and then explained in a simple didactic way. Unfortunately, that approach tends
to immediately disengage the listener. A better approach from an educational perspective might be to arouse their curiosity with
the question so that they will focus on the
concepts that are then explained in the narration and visuals. Take the audience up to
the point where they deduce a reasonable
answer for themselves before you layout the
answer as a conclusion. If the majority don't
have a clue prior to the conclusion, then
either the question was too ambitious or the
explanation was inadequate.
Most planetarium writers, many of them
educators, can successfully work through scientific explanations, moving from simple to
complex concepts. The artful scriptwriter
sets up or motivates that explanation by posing the question and guiding the audience to
a satisfying conclusion. The question then
becomes an antagonist challenging the protagonist audience to learn something. As
with all good education, the audience has
been given the opportunity and the tools to
succeed. A short passage in "Visions of the
Universe" shows how pace change and questions direct the audience focus:
liThe Milky Way is like the Andromeda
Galaxy-they are both spiral galaxies.
Imagine a great pinwheel or hurricane and
you can imagine the Milky Way Galaxy.
How big is the Milky Way? Astronomers
estimate that it is approximately 100,000
light years across! We believe that the sun
and her nine planets are about 30,000 light
years from the galaxy's center and that it
takes us 200,000 years to revolve once
around the spinning galaxy."
Some scriptwriters have gone a step
beyond the simple and progressed to multiple choice questions:
Laura Kyro at the St. Louis Science Center
used multiple choice questions in uTall
Tales" to direct the audience to new topicS.
She said, II After you've asked them in a show,
you can hear the audience mumbling to
themselves about the possible answer.
They're obviously tuned in to the show, and
not sleeping."
From tlTall Tales and Telescopes:"
"50, the next time you're asked why the
sky is blue, remember; molecule, light, wet
dog. How simple can you get?
IIAnd while we're speaking of sunlight, the
sun itself is the source of many misconceptions. For example, when you hear that an
eclipse of the sun is scheduled for the day, do
you: A) Prepare a sacrifice to appease the suneating demons? B) Call your children's
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school and beg them to cancel recess? C)
Keep the dog inside? D) Visit your nearest
Science Center because they're set up to safely observe the event? If you answered A B or
C, you are a victim of misinformation about
a solar eclipse."
George Reed at West Chester University
took the multiple-choice format to its highest level with a public planetarium show
entitled "Christmas Holiday Quiz 1986." The
audience was given printed quiz forms (programs) and visuals included Kodalith slides
of each question. The questiOns punctuated
and paced the program.
liThe only recorded historical figure is
Herod. The wise men on the other hand, are
really
legendary. We have no idea if
existed and yet they hold the secret of the
star.
"That brings us to our first quiz question.
Who were the wise men? Were they (A)
Really three kings from faraway lands? (B)
Astrologers following a sign that they interpreted as a birth of a king? or (D) A rock
group touring Judea?
"We can easily eliminate the rock group,
and they were probably not kings. It is quite
possible that they were the advisors of
kings."
George found this to be a good device for
exploring the key questiOns surrounding the
nativity, especially since there is so little reliable historical fact for reference. The quiz
questions intrigued the audience members
without traumatizing them with "test
stress." They knew they were a part of the
program.

Writing

audiences who have
color
The treatment of visuals in

e01UC,HUJn,

the Great Lakes Planetarium AS:$O(:iat:ioltl,
Jeffrey L. Hunt
paper
Design in the Planetarium." He s~;gests
"Planetarians, as a group, do
visual element of the plalnetaz'iultD.
ence enough consideration and puuuuU8_
He
research in
acy which showed that when
was
in
minutes, the viewer learned more
of 17 minute
video
n.,"!">?..... u
viewers need more
assimilate visuals than the cinema
driven video media would have
As Mr. Hunt
news for the planetari,m
of slides in a one-hour feature prE~seJltatio:n.
Script writers have to consider this
objective is to
share and C01ruImflclcate
effectively with their audience.
Of course, there are often se~:men<ts
planet:arilWll program that
mood or a theme. At the tn ...... I·t ....
1L.....

Visuals

There is a tendency for
to
generalize when they are uncertain of the
visuals that will accompany the narration. In
some cases, the writer intends a visual that
doesn't materialize because it is not available
at production time. These shortfalls rri1l-ir~llIv
weaken the impact of a script Each
is
a character in need of motivation, in some
cases in need of justificatiOn.
Visuals in planetarium shows can be interesting and attractive, but they can also
confusion to the viewer who has not had
time to study them at length on a light table.
Especially true for shows that describe new
discoveries and use enhanced images from
probes and telescopes, the sCript needs to
acknowledge and direct the audience to see
the essential details. A faint line across the
surface of Mercury does not look like a milehigh scarp to most people. A nearly imperceptible haze among the rings of Neptune
represents another ring only to a planetologist A topological map of Venus that uses
the color blue indicates surface water to
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As with the scientific m~~ttlIOd, ""h,~....''''''t:inn
is (or should be) an hnn.f1.r+~1",t

the observer more than it will emlphasi4~e

the listener.
"... Two stars in the cup of the
to the star
the end
dIe Qf the Little .........."''''.......
Bear, Ursa Minor.
II Ah hal Did you
another common

head-the
that this star Polaris is the
brightest in the night
It quickly becomes obvious, if you just look around, that
there are many stars brighter than Polaris."
Consider the point-out A good point-out
form engages the listener aurally before turning on the pointer. The pointer or a constellation outline upstages the stars and inhibits
the viewer's initiative. As you read the following two passages, be aware of your own
mental activity. You can decide for yourself
which excerpt involves you most in the act
of observing:
"Now let's turn our back on the North star
so we are facing the opposite direction
which is? ... south. High in the south you can
see one lonely bright star. When you look at
that bright star, you are looking at Regulus,
the heart of Leo the Lion. If you're not sure
that you found the right one, look above the
star and see if the dim stars there form a
hook of stars ... kind of like a backward question mark. Let's use the pointer to trace out
the front of Leo the Lion. As Leo lies on the
ground, his heart, Regulus, and chest are here
... his large round head curves up ... over ...
and down to an eye, and in front of his eye ...
a nose. What's under his nose here? A mouth
full of sharp teeth. If we climb along his

we come to a triangle of stars that
tractions
that time. Visual cn,UlIlles
marks Leo's hip and, what's
down
narration will distract the listener
back here? ... his tail, of course."
or her thinking task. In an adult
orwhere no response is an1:icipat:ed,
"High overhead is the constellation of Leo
ond pause is
sufficient
the Lion ... Leo is shaped like a backward
cee~atrl2' with the steps that will U1tlmcltely
question mark ... with
the
bright
star
We may e;erve oure;elvee;
Regulus as the dot at
from the other media ...... .,....,...,. ...
the bottom ... The
them at their own game.
backward question
mark repre$ents the
head and mane of the
lion ... Regulus is the heart, and the triangle
provide a correct deduction.
Is this additional time wen in'IJ'estlf'd?
behind the question mark is supposed to be
the rear end of the Lion." Timing
is precious time that writers and pr()dllCers
The first point-out segment above uses
often need in order to th()rOuSl:illy
many more words than the second, and the
the concepts of the show's
audience needs extra time to respond both
er,
and director is ch;ar~:ed
delterltniltlilllg the best balance he1:WE~en
actively and passively. Whenever a script
poses a challenge, time is required for the listener to react
artistic devices and themes and the
And for the questions that you might
tional
Consider that
write into a planetarium show ... educational
not with respect to other media or
methodology suggests that 6-10 seconds is
other
but
appropriate for a student reply to a simple
respect to the
on your audience.
answer question. With a group response in a
may serve ourselves best
different
children's show, that time can usually be cut
from the other media rather than
in half. What is critical here is to have no disbeat them at

(Reviews, continued from page 34)
book explores the spacecraft designs, instruments, and subsequent discoveries.
In The Space Shuttle (ISBN 1-56294..()49-X),
descriptions of the layout and functions of
NASA's space truck are peppered with numbers, from bolt lengths to orbital velocities. A
play-by-play account of a fictional NASA
mission nicely illustrates who does what,
both on the ground and aloft Readers are onsite witnesses, from the NT-minus" count initiated at 43 hours, through a few days of inflight activities, and on to the shuttle's return
to Florida. In presenting the roles of ground
personnel as wen as astronauts, Vagt conveys
how successful missions are the collective
achievement of many individuals. An
appendix lists flight dates and times, crew,
and main payloads through STS-31 (April
1990).
At times, the Missions in Space books offer
only snippets about scientific principles. But
these are not meant to be textbooks-they
are journeys through NASA missions, from
conception to execution. Young readers, the
target audience, will enjoy the series. Though
detailed, the books are not technical. For
planetarians, they can be easy references for
answering public
about spacecraft.
Reminded of past accomplishments, all readers will anticipate future NASA missions that
open new windows to our universe.

S2

The Whole Internet User's Guide
& Catalog, Ed Krol, 1992, ISBN: 156592-025-2, published by
O'Reill y &: Associates, Inc.,
Sebastopol, California

Reviewed by Alan Gould, Lawrence Hall of
Science, Berkeley, California
If you are looking for a way to break into
the secret realm of world-wide information
exchange, The Whole Internet User's Guide &
Catalog could be your dream come true.
Unless you have a knowledgeable mentor
close by, learning the ropes of the Internet
can be a challenging and sometimes frustrating endeavor. Rather than struggle and search
for on-line information in the Byzantine
complex of Internet alleyways (no, you
won't get mugged), The Whole Internet User's
Guide & Catalog is a refreshing, authoritative,
and wen written book for anyone who wants
to get started in the fast-growing world of
communication through computer connections. It is a superb book on a subject where
there are not many books to be found and
where a guige such as this is desperately need-

ed
It has sections on:
How to use the book
What the Internet is, how it
tad bit about its history
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The most useful aplplic:atilon.s:
gopher, and wais to name a few
How to find someone on Internet
Faxing over the Internet
Robotic librarians
Resources
Also there are apt>endlCies

has elements of humor that are very
able. It covers
such as
and news as well as more advanced
functions. There are also references
for
how to
more technical information for
those so inclined
As soon as I figure out how to do it,
to
started a "p.lanet'U!cinS
group on the Internet if someone
... 1..,,, ... ,;I,..,i"'..... '" it.
Vou can
the book Iih·"'.... ,~l'"
publisher (O'Reilly &: Associates)
an order to (800) 998-9938 or
to (707) 829-0104.
shipping
but
than
from a 14discount distributor"
such as Crown Books or Barnes &: Noble.

and a
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introduced into the equation.
1) Level the
2) Align the camera body with the tiltpan head platform so that when the camera
is tilted sideways and vertically, the film
plane angle will be the same as is indicated
by the altitude circle markings. Use a 30° or
3S· tilt, especially where there are ........ u.
vertical or horizontal lines. It has been found
from experience that using a 45° vertical tilt
will produce "criss crossing" alignment problems in the upper portions of adjacent
frames. A 30· vertical tilt corrects such
straight line distortions most effectively. Set
the aperture on manual, using fill or f/16
when possible with the lens focused at 00
unless the feature being photographed is
closer than S feet Usually a long time exposure will be required. Shutter speed should
also be manually controlled. Use a cable
release. Inside a dark interior, a flashlight will
be necessary to check readings, to align angular positions accurately, and to reference a
time piece during long exposures.
3) Center the most important feature in
the first frame. Align the arrow on the
azimuth circle to this point Be sure you are
far enough away from any features that will
appear disproportionately large or distorted
when photographed through a wide angle
lens. Each of the six frames will be rotated
around the 360" azimuth circle in 60° increments.4) Determine the most appropriate
light exposure for the situation. If there are
extremes in light values, a flashlight or lamp
(with or without gels) can be handy in highlighting particular details by
them with light A hand held fill-in flash can
also be used to bring out details in darker
areas of an interior.
5) Take your pictures!
.u....
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The first installment of this column outlined a basic procedure for photographing an
outdoor all-sky. In this issue, we will continue by detailing the procedures for doing this
inside an enclosed space. Please review the
previous article on outdoor aU-skies for incidental details that are common to photographing interiors and exteriors.

Basic Equipment
An equipment for doing interior all-skies
remains as for an exterior all-sky, except for
the possible inclusion of an extra light
source(s).
1) One 3Smm SLR camera with manual
controls.
2) Either a ISmm, 16mm or 17mm standard wide angle lens.
3) A tripod with horizontal and vertical
calibration. The azimuth circle should be
divided into six 60· segments. The altitude
circle should be marked off in 5" increments
indicating angles from 90· (horizon) to O·
(zenith). Mark one of these segments with an
arrow to indicate your starting frame.
4) A built-in or separate level for the tripod.
S) Light meter for cameras without one.
6) Cable
7) Flash unit(s).
8) Flashlight
9) Notebook and pen to record settings
and other information.
The procedure for interior all-sky photography requires the same
and attention to detail as does the exterior form.

With an interior, some new variables are
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Composition
There is more to creating an effective
panoramic scenario than simply putting the
camera and tripod anywhere that the
features of an enclosure can be seen. There is
also a very definite qualitative aspect related
to the atmosphere (mood) that the UllClgiflg
is helping to convey that is as important as
the informational part of the photography.
The mere data of a location doesn't necessarily transmit all the factors that are inherently implicit in a space. Precision in the
mechanical details must be complemented
by an artistic imagination that knows how
to translate not only the physical properties,
but also the unique feeling that comes
through from each spatial matrix. If a location is dark and mysterious, the mystery
should be felt by those viewing the prc.jected
scenario. If a situation is awe-inspiring, the
photograpl)er must in some way arrange the
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sequence of
viewer. Conscious attention
is what
art. A conscious pbotolgrCJlph
folds the details of a space
knc)wlledsle of the time scale that
Th-""""lTn such effort the A... .ll~."'UjLp;"' ..........
viewer is aroused

in a
can
shifts away from normal
with
and contrast
exposures and small apertures such
f/16. To
for such
the time. For
if the exposure
reads 1 minute at
expose the frame
or even
minutes (1 stop
Brackc~trnlg is a must under such COl1(UltiO[lS.
If there is
the "' ......"'.........
that will be the focus of attention.
fill-in flash to
out details that
otherwise be lost
For other
on exposure, refer
article on outdoor all-skies.
A

With interiors, artificial or mixed
crea tes the
for
andlor filters that will render the situation
the most
intended).

use a blue BOA correction filter or to
turlgs1ten films such as Ektachrome
64 tU11J~sten.

¥uU~Chr()me

fluorescent (mag4~n1ta
come in different str~en~[th.s.
increased use of fluorescent
filters
to

your imagination dictate the
filters and
lighting.
Corrections To _1I".::'lIIII..• iI"!~
The following procedures apply to
both interior and exterior all-skies.
1) During the duplication of correctly
exposed all-skies, we've found that for most
projection applications, a correction of 1
f/stop overexposure is necessary to make the
image appear near what it does under ordinary projection conditions. This is to compensate for the loss of intensity which a very
large image is subject to.
2) During duplication of under- and
over-exposed originals, the contrast will
increase in proportion to the number of
stops the image is burned or dodged
3) When the subject matter is too high
in the frame, it is possible to remount and
adjust the all-Sky by dropping the image as
far down as is practical so that the duplicate
will be better composed than the original.

(Forum, continued from page 37)

lutely untrue (as some would have us believe)
that people have to choose between science
and God. Science and religion often get different answers to similar questions because they
pursue those answers in different ways,
accepting different types of evidence. Both
ways reflect our humanity, and most
Americans seem to find ways of accepting
both their religious ideas and scientific discoveries. Perhaps our role in this is to provide
the information they need to help them do
that to whatever extent their consciences
allow.
David E. Hostetter
Lafayette Natural History Museum
Planetarium
Lafayette, Louisiana

I have never had a person refer to God as
an alternate explanation to rotation for the
sun's daily movement. However, I have had
children and adults in audiences express religious-related objections to the Big Bang origin of the universe as wen as the geologic history of the earth. It is natural for people to try
to connect past teaching with what they see
and hear anywhere, induding at planetariums. I think it is better that people "connect"
rather than compartmentalize
and
scientific thinking.
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All six images should have the same
ment made to them.

One of the most unattractive features of
all-skies is liall-sky wash-out." This effect is
produced by the over-amplification of incident light bouncing around inside a
portions of
especially when there are
sky in each of the images. Because of diffusion, contrast decreases so that what appears
as a blue sky under ordinary projection will
now appear nearly white. This whiteness further obliterates any pertinent details. To
counteract this, masking out the sky (and
whatever else may produce such wash-out) is
a very effective way of re-investing your aUskies with greater impact.
There are several ways of making K.odalith
masks. One method uses a calibrated copy
stand, a fiber-optic projection system such as
Nikon's Slide Magic accessories with a Nikon
camera, and a set of photo-floods.

Whatever the methc)d
tecltmiiClues), the slide
ed onto white card
has to be

another creative malsterpi~ece

I believe that it is important not to appear
to belittle lithe person"-child or adultbringing up a past
teaching and/or belief.
I say something like
If you are perceived as
knowing
right ane;wer.
accepting of the person and his/her ability
bae;ed on knowing
to decide, you have a
statement
much better chance
not
to make an impact
with what you say.
With a non-defensive (relaxed but concern- son is imlPtJ,rOl)ricltellv
ed) disposition, I usually
the the science
mind set
idea.
Then I say that "it is my un.delrstcm(lin.~, does not ......L/VVll. L
b) is stuboc.rnl
and I have worked hard to learn
that
(the Big Bang or whatever idea is the scientific one that I think is correct) is what
Westlake
pened I say something like "Like you, I am
interested in knowing the
answer, The
that ...
answer for me is based on
(here I
a brief statement of scientific evidence that mayor may not be understandable to the objector,) I
'What is the right answer and the evidence
and my
for the right answer?' I keep
understanding changes. I may not know the
answer, but my
is based
on all I can learn"
As the planetarian thinks
it
can be helpful to mention that
and
science can and should be
to
help each human
to develop to his/her
greatest potential.
the
I do not think that we can
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As I write this to make my deadline, it's
and I'm in one of my natural habiI'm on my way back to New
tats, an
York from several
in the beautiful
of Toronto. While there I took the nn1n.nt'TI1.
to visit with the fine staff
the
!Vll..LaI.AXllIHU Planetarium and see their latest
and 6check out some virtual
ml,(1-lllllv

clouds of Venus, the
Mars, the
clouds
the sulfurous "snows" of 10, the nV4:tt(J~aJrboifl
mists of Titan and the geyser laden winds of
Triton. With the addition of satellite
receivers or
VCRs and video
tors, the latest satellite and radar
be added to our domes as weB as eX4:itiing
new
and sU1JercOltnV1utl;!{
Hons of storms,
ozone
and much more. In short, we
have or can do lots of weather in our
tatiums in addition to lots of astronomy.
And whether we like it or not, because of
media coverage and its effect on our
weather is on the minds of most
more of the time than astronomy.
of us have indeed done
shows on the
of weather. (In recent
years Baltimore, Los
and Richmond,
have created fine
But
how many of us do one or more reuulalrlv
scheduled school shows on weather? If you
attendance
don't and you could use

International Conference on School and
Popular l\.A~>to,,,,,,,,",,1
ucation at the Ontario Science Center.
All of the above comes under the category
ideasof
over the fence" for
sornet:hhu!: I try to do as often as POSSlI)le.
Fre,qUEmtllv I look over familiar fences, that
is, those that overlook other plC:lmEtalriums
because it's
to see coue,iunles
and old friends in our business and see what
to make time to
But also
look over less familiar fences which is what
me to the
Education
Conference I mentioned above.
of you know I've
a few
hours after hours sandwiched between a box
on top and a blue wall but
with a red
that is not
I was at this conference. I
went not with television in mind but rather
the pla:netarillffi.
a lot of time under our
domes
to look up at the stars.
But, when it comes to real stars, we all have
to look up
the
to see
is worth
those stars
so that
some of our time and attention too.
in our
we all do nice blue skies
in
before we make the stars come out.
between, there's
a beautiful sunset
for our audiences to see.
of us have
also
up other
boxes to drift
douds across the
flash bolts
make it snow or rain on our audiences and
out a rainbow when the storm is over.
We've even
folks into the <!.'!uy, .. liinn

countries, mt~t~)ro~~[V occ\lpi(es
of the curriculum than astrollOInv
a resource for teaichiiU2
about weather and climate as it

u ... y' ..........
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ways in which we can
ties.

We've done little here at .... "'UrI,"""
weather other than
thanks in
pla:lrmi1~ a
how weather fOI:eciiStilU2
indude live satellite and radar downlinks
the
Theater and ClruiSfCK>II1S.
And we'll
at least one
scheduled school show on weather and cli~
mate as well as a series of teacher w()rksh()ps
on the
In the process, we1l serve new
in extra
in tum, will
revenue
pay for the costs involved
If you would like to
started or do more
there are many
the "weather fence" who are
to
In the US, and
encourage you to write to: The Anlericain
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tion 1992-1993. He took an active part in the
I.p.s. meeting at the Centro Cultural AHa's
Planetarium in Monterrey (1984) and was
responsible for printing the loPS. conference
proceedings.
The XXII AMPAC general meeting will be
August 18-20 at the Centro Cultural Alta's
Planetarium, which coincides with the second Iberioamerican Planetarium OrllaIliz,ation meeting. AMPAC's new President is
Miguel Gil Guzman, who is taking over from
the very capable Fernando Oviedo Tovar,
who was instrumental in establishing new
international relations with AMPAC and
affiliating new members. The Planetarium of
Museo Tecnologico will be named after
Sergio Gonzales de la Mora in his honor, and
the new director of the facility is Dr. Elia
Mendez Lecanda.

lion fOIthe
of
that there is an awful
the British Isles.
Dr(J.blt:~ms

No
tive.

Dennis :Sinl0tK)U!OS, re0 le54enta1

British Association
(BAP)
Once again, "Thank You" to all of you
who submitted material for this edition of
Regional Roundup. Just a reminder that the
deadline for the next issue is Monday
October
so please mark your calendars accordingly. To all of my colleagues in
that you were
the Mid West I sincerely
spared the deluge of recent weeks. If you
were not so fortunate, let someone in IPS
know and
the word around. There
may be some fellow planetarians who will
pitch in and help you get back on your feet

No report Agnes Acker, ret)re~ientatilve.

AMPAC
to inform IPS members of
the unfortunate passing away of Architect
Sergio Gonzalez de la Mora, Director of the
and Planetarium of
Museo
Comision Federal de Electricidad on April 27,
1993. Mr. de la Mora died as a result of injuries
sustained from an automobile accident near
Morelia while
home from a forum
on "Science and Children." Sergio was a
founding member of AMPAC in 1980, when
there were only five planetariums in Mexico.
Through his hard work and dedIcation,
AMP AC now has 22 affiliated planetariums
and two more about to become members.
During his tenure with AMPAC, Sergio held
several offices which include: Treasurer 19831985; President 1986-1988; Board Council
President 1989-1993; and General Secretary of
the Iberioamerican Planetarium Organiza-
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The counties of Kent and Essex have
obtained portable planetaria this year, to be
used by schools in their areas.
The Armagh Planetarium is
its
25th anniversary this year in style. Ian
Griffin's new starshow "Majestic
" is
about a Planetarium trip to Alaska to film
the aurora. Work is progressing on the 25acre themed astronomy park, called
"Astropark." It will contain a walk through
the universe, an astronomical stone calendar
and an astronomical maze. It opens in the
spring of 1994. In September, work
on
a major extension to double the Planetarium's exhibition area. "Eartharium" will be
an interactive science center devoted to the
and
Earth's
surface,
environment. Albert Einstein delivers the
25th anniversary lecture on
7th followed by a massive fireworks display.
on
The Dundee Planetarium is
meteorites during the summer
linking their display with a program called
Death and Life from
The London Planetarium will
regular "Sky This Month" program in
tember and is held on the first WE~dnles<IaV
every month. "Planet Earth" continues
through to the end of the year.
the London Planetarium joined forces with
the Chaucer Heritage Festival, which incorporates both ends of the mediaeval pib~rinlS'
journey, with events in London and
Canterbury, Kent. Astronomy
Colin
Ronan, gave a lecture on Chaucer's "Franklin's Tale" which was followed by a costume
performance of the Tale in the planet:arill1m
dome-difficult with the central dias littered
Britain's first astrowith auxiliary
naut, Helen Sharman, presented a program
cour~,
for the Open University
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Planetarium).
The Cernan Earth and
River
Illinois hosted the Dlinois
24th, with ap}:)rmdm.ateJly
20
in attendance for
papers, programs and laser delrIlOnstratiol1LS.
Dr.
Kaler
a program
Ceman
Center members about
discoveries and trends in astronLorr.ty
The Lakeview Museum PlanetaI'iulrIl
Peoria, Illinois hosted its annual
which trains te,lcn,ers
Institute in
the museum's Children's ni~:ro'lle'fi'V
Tellesl:ot>e loan program, and Stadab
program.
David Portree, rormen
State IJnivPfsHv P].anjetal~iuIn,
his book IJUUUl,;I>Uo;.u

their renovation with
dome, new
system,
The Chaffee Planetarium in Grand
Michigan continues with ..."" ......,...."'"

Vol.

work on their new, soon-to-be COI:np1leteo,
50-foot planetarium.
The Kalamazoo Public Museum Planetarium in Kalamazoo, Michigan is also continuing with pans for a new planetarium in their
facility.
The Ohio state meeting was held at
Lourdes College on April 24th which was
attended by 20 planetarians.
The University of Wisconsin at La Crosse
Planetarium is planning a week long astronomy class in July for the University's Young
Scholar's Program. They also recently purchased a Sony 1040-Q video projector which
was partially funded by the University Foundation.
The Minneapolis Planetarium in Minneapolis, Minnesota was the site of t~e joint
Wisconsin-Minnesota state meetmgs on
April 23-24. Programs and activities were also
conducted in the Como Planetarium, the
Omni Theater (both in St Paul, MN) and the
University of Minnesota's Astronomy
Department
Dave DeRemer from the Waukesha School
District's Horwitz Planetarium will teach an
astronomy course for the University of
Wisconsin's "College for Kids" program this
June.
The Dayton Museum of Natural History's
Philips Space Theater will be hosting the
29th annual conference of the Great Lakes
Planetarium Association on October 20-23,
1993. Papers, commercial displays, planetarium shows, and other special events are
planned for the conference. The Philips
Space Theater opened in 1991. It houses an
Evans and Sutherland Digistar under a fiftyfoot dome (Ohio's largest). It features a
control system, a locally designed soundsystern and 170 unidirectional seats. Registration's for the upcoming fall conference will
be mailed by the middle of August and the
deadline for registrations is September 11th.
For additional information, contact: Art
Goss, Director, 2600 DeWeese Parkway,
Dayton, Ohio 45414; (513) 275-7431.

The Great Triple Conjunction is rapidly
coming up, October 28-31 at the Kirkpatrick
Planetarium, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
The triple meeting is a joint conference of
the Great Plains Planetarium Association, the
Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association
and the Southwest Association of Planetariums. For additional information contact:
Wayne Wyrick, Director, Kirkpatrick Planetarium, Omniplex Science Museum, 2100
N.E. 52, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73111;
(405) 424-5545.
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The National Day for the awareness of
light pollution will be an annual event held
in Italy on the Saturday before the autumnal
eqUinox and will be organized by the Brescia
Amateur Astronomers Union, the Italian
Amateur Astronomers Union, the Italian
Popu1ar Astro~omical Obs~r~at~ries Coord~
nation, the Itahan Planetana SFnends ASSOCIation, and the International Dark Sky Association. The event aims to bring about an
awareness of the problems of light pollution
to lighting technicians, local officials and the
public. Another part of the National Day is a
proposal to promote "Star Parks" ~hich will
include input from local planetanums. The
Natural parks preserve not only the earth's
natural landscape, but also the original dark
aspect of the night sky. For future planning,
natural park settings will be located near
major population centers and will be areas
set aside for the local public to enjoy the true
beauty of the night sky free from light
tion. Several natural park committee members have been invited to consider the
bility and to select sights where these .
can prove useful for night sky observatIOns.
This proposal is also being disseminated at
the national level by the Eureka Astronomical Center and the Natural Sciences Teaching Center of Lumezzane (near Brescia).
Planetariums from around Italy are also
being encouraged to provide programs to
local schools about the light pollution
lem. Planetariums are becoming the "City
park of the stars/, where school ~roups an~
the general public can go in and View an artificial representation of a truly dark
under the dome, complete with the
Way and other faint naked-eye

The Middle Atlantic Planetarium
will hold its 1994 annual conference at the
University of Southern Maine's Southworth
Planetarium in Portland, Maine
18-21.
Hosts for the conference will
Gallant
and Laura Deines (Laura was one of the organizers of the 1992 conference in Pitts!J1urgh,
PA). The 1994 conference will be the first
time that MAPS has met in Maine and it
promises to be a good one.
Reprints of "Under Roof, Dome and
are still available, but are going fast at
for MAPS members and $25.00 for non-members. If you wou1d like a copy, send a check,
made payable in the appropriate amoun~ to
MA.P5., care of. Francine Jackson, Education
Committee Chairperson, P.O. Box 353, Providence, RI 02901.
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Productions
enhanced the sound
urn (no more hiss in
more wow and flutter
tions!).

No report. Lars Broman, re~)re~;entative.

Services.
been selected
Glendale CO:mnlUI1llty

FOR PLANETARIUMS

Lately I've been thinking not so much
about something new as something oldabout 24 years old: the first moon landing.
It's remarkable to think that there are young
adults walking around-some in the planetarium profession-for whom the moon
landings have always been and always will
be history. All the more reason to observe
the 25th anniversary next summer, to try to
bring the excitement of those days alive
again.
Our museum is planning a retrospective
planetarium show and an exhibit of NASA
scale models to commemorate that singular
event in the summer of 1969. And one of the
exhibit elements we're looking at-to provide a bit of interactivity-is this column's
first item.

In the March, 1993 installment of What's
New," I talked about a new series of "interactive books" from Knowledge Adventure, Inc.,
4502 Dyer Street, La Crescenta, California
91214 USA, telephone (818) 542-4200, fax
(818) 542-4216. These are educational software packages for IBM-compatible machines
(the company is working on Mac-compatible versions as well),
which contain extensive
data bases of images, text,
brief movies and simulations, retrievable from an
attractive and user-friendly screen format. At the
time, I'd received "Dinosaur Adventure" as an
example for review. Since
then, Knowledge Adventme has sent me a copy of
"Space Adventure," written by Tom McDonough
and former astronaut
Buzz Aldrin, and I've
found it just as colorful,
interesting, and fun.
The format is the same
as for "Dinosaur Adventure" described in the
March, 1993 col umn. I
Vol.
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won't repeat the technical details of space
requif,ement:s, sound devices, and so on
can refer back to the
col umn for
these), but I will review the screen format.
The display includes a main screen area for
pn~sentjln,g images, alongSide of which is a
text box offering written facts about the
image being displayed; you can scroll for
continued text.
pointing hand
(driven by mouse or arrow keys) over the
picture, you encounter little note balloons
that give bits of information and tell you to
"click" (or hit "return") if you want more.
Successive clicks can thus run you tru~ough
series of
and facts
topiC currently accessed In addition, a time
line below the main screen will match the
You can
year to the
also select a time, and the screen will display
the image closest in time to the year
on the
selected,
accessed
The display also
a "world view"
box which shows the globe of the earth. This
globe can be manip1ulated thr,ouj;!~ll
on-screen controls to rotate the earth or
on the earth.
allow selection of any
IIclicking" on some point on the
the
main screen will display the
event/topic that
most
(geographically) to the selected site: rocket
launches from Cape Canaveral or BailkoiflUX,
astronaut
in Houston, Einstein's theories in Germany, etc. There is also a control
to let you zoom in on any
of the earth
or to zoom out into space with a few
to match.
There are category buttons across the top
which let you select seven
of
information:
human eX1Pw.ral:lOlrl,
robotic exploration, science, solar system,

universe, and SETI
these buttons
allow you to do
your steps, zoom,
simulations,
are available
and to consult the
The

ble.

Adventure"
$79.95 U.S., with C'uSlcoulnts
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available for wholesale pUlrch.ase~s. It would
make a wonderful interactive computer
for exhibits or
I think, so
long as you can
and sucstarted-which is possible.
cinctly how to
It would make a
item for
too.
Knowledge Adventure also has available
including
several other software
the aforementioned "Dinosaur Adventure,"
"Knowledge Adventure" covering an esoteric
collection of topics, "Sports Adventure" covering the history of sports, and "Science Adventure," written
the late Isaac Asimov,
which features the human race's most important discoveries in a variety of sciences.
(I've also received a copy of Knowledge
Adventure's new interactive children's book
"Peter Rabbit," and it's
delightful.)
Knowledge
Inc. doesn't sell
direct, but its products are available through
many software distributors-check the
March, 1993 column for the names and
addresses of a couple. And if you'd like more
information about "Space Adventure" or
other company's products, you can contact
Steve Chadima, Vice President of Marketing
and Operations, at the address and phone
number given above.

Earlier this year I received a review copy
of Bowen Music Productions' latest minishow, "Lifestyles of the Stars.If The program is
the second in Bowen's 41Astro Notes" series of
short programs on specific topics, designed
for easy adaptability to any planetarium,
including those with minimal eqUipment.
The script was written by Sharon Parker,
with musical score by Jeff Bowen and artwork by Dan Hawkins.
Having served as a script reviewer for this
program when it was under development, I
was already familiar with the plot-and liked
it Having now seen the entire show kit, I still
like it. The IS-minute show tackles the basics
of stellar evolution in a clever and digestible
way, in a take-off on those bus tours of the
homes of Hollywood stars, visiting sites of
star birth and death and
several different star types to observe their behavior-with the inevitable but cute twist at the end
It's short and snappy and moves quickly,
aided by a light and expressive score. The SO
slides are bright and colorful in a mostly cartoony motif-to which you can additional
effects and technology depending on your
facility's capabilities. The kit comes with useful production notes, where my only real
quibble is with a few of the facts in the star
reference information.
!t's a nice package, and a nice little show to
have in one's educational
I think.
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if:.oc+",I"", of the Stars" is
at $325 US.
($350 with a purchase order), with custom
Kodalith
provided for an additional
$SO. You get an annotated script and SMPTE
cue sheet, the production notes, the slide set,
and a soundtrack available on stereo cassette,
stereo cassette with SMPTE in 133 or 4-track
format, stereo reel, 4-track reel with SMPTE,
DAT with SMPTE, aU as part of the kit cost,
or half-inch 4-track or 8-track for an additional $20-which covers just about every
soundtrack format possibility in the universe!
To order or to get more information, contact Jeff Bowen at Bowen Music Productions,
3590 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, IN
46208 telephone (317) 923-3838. Jeff says that
their first Astro Notes program, "Sandy,
Pepper, and the Eclipse"-a good mini-show
to have for the upcoming solar eclipses of
1994-is available, and that we should look
later in the year for a new mini-show from
Bowen about the moon written by Phil
Groce.
Kris McCan of the Sudekum Planetarium,
Cumberland Science Center, 800
Blvd., Nashville, TN 37203-4899, teilepflOl1le
(615) 862-5160, also sent me, earlier this year,
review tapes and scripts of Sudekum's
"Planet Patrol" show series. "The Planet
Patrol: Solar System Stake-Qut," features alien
detective Sam Snork and his side-kick Elmo
on a case to find the source of m,rst«~ri()US
radio signals coming from a solar system of
nine planets with which we're aU familiar.
Along the way, Sam and Elmo-and the audience-learn about each of the planetary "suspects" from a sultry-voiced computer, before
finding the source on Earth and
a
few observations about how its residents
have been taking care of the planet
In the second show, UStar Stealers: Planet
Patrol 2," Sam and Elmo return to aid an
astronomer named Ursula
who's
noticed that stars are being m~rstleriously
moved from their places in the sky. Before
they discover the culprits and save their mis~
erable hides from a supernova
we
learn a great deal of steUar evolution-about
the differing lives of stars, about nebuJlas.
clusters, a little about galaxies and so on.
There's even a little current seasonal
sHppedin.
Like the Bowen production, the uPlanet
Patrol" series offers a clever and alternative
treatment of standard planetarium topics.
I've reviewed the scripts and listened to the
soundtracks, and while I might quibble with
the presentation of a fact or two, I enloyed.
them both. The music is right out
Spillane, the character voices and sound
effects are great, and they seem to offer a
goodly number of visuals. And there's an
amazing amount of material presented in
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these ap))rOXII1nately 4~·.mlnU[e
include a current
forlma1ts, so if
and Elmo and the
address and tel€~ph()ne

shows are fun but still 1aIlrl-t:.aCKe~a,
worth your consideration.
Loch Ness Productions,
Colorado 80307
fax (303) ..... ,. ""f"
.." ....... -V'UJL.!I..

views that
with their own eyes. More about
the Loch Ness Production
nrn''lr._n,CVT time.

V·"

{fll:S-Cima

tatium
score and many of the OIllgulal
and NASA visuals,
ad'varlta~!e
video
which allow
and

lems, and the
And it does a

But this video will tell them
them that it does. It's a
video section, and for use in
omy classes, too. Run time is 29 1/2 mlnu1tes,
in VHS T-30 stereo audio

the US: +1

In the

1JeceIlrllX:~r.

I reviewed a video called
Planets: The Video" distributed
which combined NASA
and cornOtiter
maHon with Isao Tomita's ... "" ...'ra .... n"..
Holst's liThe Planets."
Since then, a distrUJutinsc COIlnpCimy
RTI, Inc., 13533 "I"

Vol.

68137 USA,

(800)

fax

(402) 330-2455 has become exclusive distrib-

utor for the Malibu Video line, which
includes seven videotapes with a mostly
space-age bent. I've recently had a chance to
sample most of the line, and it's an enjoyable
collection.
"The Planets: The Video" still has the couple of factual aberrations I mentioned last
time, but it's nicely done, some Magellan
data (a computerized surface fly-over) is now
induded in the Venus section, and it's still
one of my favorites in the series.
Four of the others are also space-related.
"Space Music" is a
odyssey includhistorical footage from Mercury through
•• ...,...,AA'V. Apollo 8's
from the first
rn~lnT."'r of Genesis while in lunar orbit on
Christmas Eve in 1968, and a science-fiction
travel scenario used as a vehicle for exploring Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus in
NASA images and computer simulations.
(Neptune is briefly considered, but apparently the video was
before Voyager 2
got there.) British film composer Richard
Harvey provided the enjoyable score, and
there is no narration and relatively few reader captions; the producers let the images and
music tell the tale. I found that reflreslling,
and it aU makes for a
viewing package.
By contrast, liThe Making of Space Music"
which follows as a trailer on the video and
documents the work of producing the video,
is not so well-done. Unless you like talking
heads (that are obviously reading cue cards)
and looking at banks of
and
voice and music levels that, surprising, sometimes step on each other, or unless you really
want to
skip it It's not
buy
the video, and the blurb on back of the
video cover suffices-unless you want to see
a pan of the biggest
board I've ever
seen in my life!
Other titles include liThe
Odyssey," which chronicles the Voyagers' travels
from Jupiter through Neptune, again with
images and simulations, excellent music, no
words, and few captions. You'll recognize
much of the imagery, but then we pl(lme~tarl
ans would expect to, and it's nicely puttogether. IIDestination: Universe" almost
exactly repeats the first section of
Music" (manned spaceflight from Mercury
through Apollo with a few images of Skylab
at the end), and adds to it a
section
on the space shuttle and a few computer
simulations of Magellan, Galileo, and the oftreclesignled American space station, with
music and some classic
&: Rebirth: The
" wasn't available
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Two other Malibu selections are less
spacey but decidedly uTn.rth.,(T
The first is liThe Wonderful
IIA Musical Video Celebration of Earth." It
begins with a space voyage to earth, and continues with some wonderful
of earth
landscapes from satellite, nature scenes, and
wildlife. It's scored mostly with some great
classical standards, but I also noticed that the
music included some of
Serrie's
Miramar album "And the Stars Go With
You"-to very good effect The second video
is "The
World," watery rather than
spacey as it presents undersea and shoreline
footage of our watery
to some
great classical standards. These videos follow
the lead of the others: no words and few captions.
Altogether, this is a very enjoyable series,
worthy of your consideration for your
or personal library. I especially like the
complete lack of narration
for liThe
Making of Space Music" trailer) and relatively few captions (except for liThe Planets: The
Video"), letting the
and music teU the
stories. The images are crisp and
and
the music is excellent. It turns science into
art; you just pop the videos in your
settle back in your easy chair, and
the
ext>erienc:e. That's what I did
The seven videos run from 44 to 54 minutes in length; they an have a
list
of $19.98 U.S. (A Deluxe Collector's
Edition of liThe Planets" The Video" retails
for a suggested $34.98 U.s. and includes a
Geoffrey Chandler poster suitable for framing, a facts booklet, lIa Peterson First Guide
'Astronomy'," and a US.
Guide.)
But Ked
RTI Sales Rel:>re:senltative
writes that the wholesale
for the deluxe liThe Planets" Edition).
video format is VHS; you may wish to
if other formats are available. She also mentioned that RTI has
music of aU
the artists whose work appears in the
on tape and compact disc.
RTf also carries other videos. For intonnation on these, or to order or receive
information on the Malibu series, cOIlta,ct
Ms. Speers at the address and
number
above.

Good composers for the
seem
to be coming out of the woodwork these
days in a veritable musical embarrassment of
riches-and more and more ....... n n ....... ·.. '
inc:luc:1inlg in-house production and "'''11I'.rh,,,.n.
nization rights with purchase of their work.
The latest of these with whom I've become
familiar is Paul Kaplan, a composer for Castle
Lane ProdUctions, 103 Seventh
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Aurora Expl.illined.
shows and discusses the ph.en,omlenon,
sells for $29.95 US. in VHS (NTSC)

al associations. To

a
regional association should send a set of self......u~J••
labels
the
names and addresses of members to Dr. Hans
J,
Room S-3260B, Outer
Division, United
New
York t0017 USA
.u.jG,

UUUAU.J.jG,

to examine another effort ..... "'n1·" ..........
Great Lakes Planetarium Association: its
"Planetarium
1913-1990." The
exhaustive
of " ......
books, parnpJt11e1ts, and dissertations is availversion arranJ:~ed M.V.U... L' ..... U
able in
"VJ, ..,

............v'", and on computer disk in
lIe (three Sl/4-inch
Mac (one 3
l/2-inch disk), and mM formats (in both sizes
of disk). The computer version has separa'te
files for
and dissertations,
"will allow you to search
date,
etc."
bibli~~al)hy does not indude
cations and articles not in
or articles
from The Planetarian-which has its own
and available

It's an imlpressi\re
a very useful
with future
it current There is
promised to
a
for the
version, but the
computer version is free if you send in the

the London Plane1tar:hma,
lications Chair! We look {fn'f"IM~,~1iI
ate
of the pu1bUs,hirl,g
I wish you all a pl~~as<mt
until next time What's New?

(Focus, continued

1990,
School Performance Program, Maryland State DelPartmlent
tion, 200 W. Baltimore St., U,&l'\.AAJi.lVJ.
21201.
Planetarium Activities
Student Success
(PASS): Volumes 1-12 I ©1990
the
of Cal:ifornia,
of the
Hall of Science, University of CalU()fflia,
Berkeley, CA 94720.
Marzano Robert J., A
Classroom: Teaching With Dimensions
Learning, Association for
and
Curriculum
1992, 1250 N. Pitt
St.,

"*

The 1993 annual SWAP conference
held in cOIljullctllon
Planetarium Association and
Mountain Planetarium Association "'-"I.1'VU~.1.
28-31 at the irh·1r .... .,.+,...,..1r
Oklahoma

RMPA will hold their 1993 annual convention jointly with the Southwest Association
of Planetariums and the Great Plains
Planetarium Association October 28-31 at the
KiI'kpatrick Planetarium in Oklahoma
Oklahoma. Please see the GPP A section of

Harvard
mer; Mr.
astronomer to use the Hubble

attendees.
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Here is some of the latest news. Probably
the most exciting is the Planetarium
Electronic Newsletter which is available
thI'ough Internet via many other nets and
services. To subscribe send this little sub~
SCIllptllOn notice to Ihsastro@garnet.berke~
ley.edu:
*****SUBSCRIPTION FORM*****
First Name:
Last Name:
Institution:
Preferred email address:
**[End Subscription Form]**
This info is from Alan Gould who has volunteered to edit our electronic newsletter.
Thanks, Alan
I have also discovered a fewnew Internet
ftp sites. The first is pubinfo.jpl.nasa.gov. At
login type anonymous for your name and
City/State for your password. Included at
this site are *.m animation's and Quicktime
animations of
Venus, and the earth.
Also there are many GIF and software files
for all types of computers.
The second site is SpaceUnk, You can now
from SpaceLink instead of just Telnet.
The ftp address is spaceUnk.msfc.nasa.gov or
xsl.msfc.nasa.gov or if you like to use the
numeric IP address it is 192.149.89.61. At login
type
for your name and "guest"
as the password
OV~!U]f~r

II Hi\I:II'Jli\I:II,W

Voyager H, the DynamiC Sky Simulator
For the Macintosh, by Carina Software
(Carina Software, 830 Williams St., San
CA 94577) has many new functions
including support for
screens and color
monitors. Version II still functions on anyfrom a Mac Plus to u-....::......
you have at least one
Carina Software does warn that
moni~
tors,
extensions to the standard
database, and
additional
memory.
<;I ...........
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Voyager II allows you to
new items such as object
Way, constellation
and constellation
boundaries.
The Planet Gallery is another new addition which allows you to see the VUl.l.J.'!;;;\.;',
rings and moons when appropriate, but it
lacks the usefulness of the rest of the pr~
gram. If your Early Release copy does not
allow you to click and find out which it is,
then you are due for an upgrade. Carina
Software expects this upgrade will be out
some time in July, 1993. You may also have
experienced problems with the Save Screen
menu option. The upgrade will deal with
that problem, also.
Voyager II makes it much easier to add
objects such as comets and asteroids to the
databases. Carina also has increased the
database to include many of the
aster~
comets, and spacecraft
The Planet Report menu item allows the
user to create tables of all the
lunar
phases; planetary ephemerides in eql1atodal
or heliocentric mode; Jupiter's moons; op~
sition dates; maximum el(mS!~atllonlS;
declinations; apparent
current
distances; "' ......r" I" .. <1ialne'ters;
separatiOltlS between
Another new function allows the user to
add pictures of any object to be (liSDl:3lveG.
There are numerous picture files available
from Carina Software, andyou can
your own pictures. The added nirh 11',_
have been saved as Pict files and
the Sky Pictures folder before
for this type of display.
There are a few problems with Voyager II.
First, Voyager II has added so many new fea~
tures that the
shortcuts used in
version 1.2 are no longer are valid For exam~
pIe, "command-m", in version 1.2, is used to
The Planetarian

find and center the moon. Now tlcommand~
m" calls up the
Limit
Some functions have been deleted aJ.t4::>ge~th~
the "command-a" or
between the last two
SE~pa:ratilon now must be cOlmputE~<1
the cursor readout
....UJ........ '.....

IUs a c01nplex
fast even on my Mac SEe
unusual for software this cOlnplex
ence unexJ:>ec'ted pro~ble~ms.
of pnJU!eUlS
After ph()fliflg
v nvl'l,:Y"'1'

and ............'u,.....u
del)arltmlmt uses
to pass files
information across our network 1.1r....."" ,,...0..
does not run with this extension. This
Iem will not be addressed with the current
software
If you are
a similar
let Carina Software
impr40V4ements

U1C()rDIOratE~a

into

t>rc.bIE~ms inher~

ent in the software. I must, thE~re:tore,
credit for a SU1P€rior pr(x1\lct.
mentation. I
it and I think you
too. It does look much better on a color
II rates
screen than on my Mac SE.
four stars.

er

made a safe bet. When Yuri Gagarin [the first
man to go into space] went, he lost the bet
The bet was a boxcar full of French wine! So
... he kept his end of the bargain! When I
went into space, I received a wonderful
medal as a Hero of Russia, but I regret that I

never got any ofthat wine!'

4100 West Grace Street
Virginia

""---"A'--""'-"

Q High School Student: "What did you do
to become a cosmonaut?"
A: Grechko: "First, I test myself. Test
myself: I made good grades ... no, excellent
grades ... in school. No one made better
grades. Then I test myself in sports. After I
decided that I was good from my own test, I
applied to cosmonaut school. Their tests
were difficult; often cruel. [But I made it.]"
Made it, he did! Twenty-two communities
in thirty-nine days, from the East Coast to
West Coast of the United States and back
again (also Canada)! Retired Russian cosmonaut Dr. Georgi Grechko came to see us in
February, March and April, 1993, and take us
by storm! Many of you know from a previous issue of The Planetarian that planetarians
arranged his visit in a joint venture spearheaded by Lorna Waddell-Kremer, Planetarium Education speCialist associated with
Strasenburgh Planetarium in Rochester, N.Y.
I expect that her report of his whirlwind
visit will appear in the next issue.
His presentation, similar to the astronaut
lectures we have an heard, was narration
accompanying slides of his adventures in
space. The slides were fabulous; the narration
just perfect. Grechko: liMy English is not so
good. But that's OK; broken English is the
international language of scientists!" [His
English was fine!]
Grechko: "You [America] built a space
shuttle ... we [USSR] built a space shuttle. I
don't know why we built a space shuttle. It is
not a very efficient way to go into space. It
must be Ik;eeping up with the Jones!'"
I asked him if there was anything about
being in the Russian space program that had
disapPointed him through the years. He
reflected a moment, then, with his infectious
grin, relatf'd an incident he regretted IIOne
a train-car load of French champagne
showed up at Star City [astronaut training
areal We were puzzled, and very surprised It
turns out that two men in France had made
a bet. One of the men never expected anyone to go into space, so he thought he had

In preparation for Dr. Grechko's visit to
Richmond, I had read several biographical
sketches about him. A comment in one of
them fascinated me, but because of the
nature of the subject mentioned, I realized I
probably shouldn't ask about it. However, at
dinner one evening while he was in
Richmond, in the relaxed, informal atmosphere he evoked, I dared to say: lilt is
rumored that you saw UFOs in space. Would
you tell us about that?"
Grechko laughed and told us the story. It
seems that on a previous flight in space,
some cosmonauts had reported seeing seven
UFOs. "[As I prepared for my next] flight,"
Grechko said, I decided to do one better: we
would see eight UFO's!"
"Yes, I set up my fellow cosmonauts [on
this flight, their first] for the trick. While we
were out in space, I [casually] mentioned one
day that I had seen UFOs on a previous
flight. I told them that they were about a
kilometer wide, and had blinking red lights."
"Several days later, I mentioned that the
UFOs seen on a previous flight had followed
us [and we were traveling a high speeds!] and
then disappeared"
"Several more days later, I waited until the
conditions were just right, just before sunrise.
We were on the dark side of the earth, quickly approaching sunrise."
"I went to the side of the
and
quickly hit it hard with the side of my closed
hand. I knew from a previous flight that a
small flake of protective covering outside
the spacecraft would fall off when I hit the
spacecraft. I knew it would tumble and pass
in front of the window. I then hit the side of
the spacecraft seven more times [remember, I
wanted to beat the record of my former cosmonaut friend, who had seen seven, so I
made ... eightl"
"From my calculations, it happened
as
I thought. My friends saw them pass by:
because I had told them that on a n"l"Pviow,
flight the UFOs were one kilometer
they thought it was big (even though it was
actually just outside the window). With the
dark background, there's just no way to
know."
"It was dark outside, but the sun was just
below the horizon so it lighted up the particles against the dark background As the sun
came up (according to my calculations), the
red color emerged first, and so the particles

looked red
looked like 1J.I.!JUAllUX
moved very fast! But
very
'came
and the 'UFOs' disam>eared
the
as I had 'DrE~icted'
wouldl"
As we ..... I. ""....
continued: "I did not teU them it
thought that
would find
earth from the other cosmonauts
of the effect. When
space,
mentioned to a friend
had seen UFOs. Wen it was like
effect. [Unbeknownst to
nauts who
have told them
'M

nauts who saw the UFO's were
and, in
by the
the way to the KGB, who wanted
about the UFO's!"

I(
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,., Planetarian Dave Linton, at rClI'KHllllQ
College in
is be~;ieJl~ed
from
many programs set up
at different times. In his plalne1tarium
H. G. Wells IIWar of the
"Martian
slide has a 14death
shooting from it as it rises from the
rna. Once instead of a Martian s03lce<:raltt.
SIltunr entler;j;!ed snooti:rtg a death
_ From .AA'__ , _~A_'
was setting up a sundial in his
"What's that for?"
neighbor
Frank
liThe sun hits that

across the calibrated
moves across the calibrated
person to determine the correct time."
The
shook his head "What
Bell of Indian
ComInunU:v .....VlU••
Planetarium
Pierce,
has had
with sundi~
als as well. He ran into a
at
festival in Newport
la when he lived
had
human sundial" set up at the festival. Stand=
humans would
the gnomon
drawn on fabric which
on Ul~~ ~I·OUnu.
Jon: II Stand here. Your shadow will fall
2:00."
Man: "No. I don't believe it"
Jon:
it will. And if you come
an hour, your shadow will be at 3:00."
Man:"
turn
gone."
!;;Joi,I\;

Vol.

Everything You Wanted to Know
About Planetariums*
Gary Tomlinson
Chaffee Planetarium
"Who wrote more articles about planetariums than anybody else?"
"Did you know there were 97 books or booklets published on planetariums prior to
1991 ?"
"Of the 52 doctoral or master these written on planetariums (prior to 1991), how many
were done at Michigan State University?"
The answers to all these questions and more can be found in the 130 page" Planetarium
Bibliography 1913 to 1990." This compilation of over 2000 references was a multi-year
undertaking by the author and renowned planetarian Katherine Becker. It lists every planetarium article published in English with one notable exception-articles printed The Planetarian. There is already an excellent index for this journal (see page 3) so it was unnecessary to list the articles again; therefore, by obtaining both the Index to The Planetarian and
the Planetarium Bibliography 1913 to 1990, you should have every English article, book,
dissertation, thesis or ERIC document published about planetariums.
Because all the American regional journals and newsletters were hand-searched for
major articles, this bibliography can also serve as an index for major articles in these journals as well. Even better, because the bibliography is not only available in hard copy but
also on computer disk, people can search, sort and arrange by author, journal, date, etc.

How Complete is the Bibliography?
We did computer and hand searches of such things as The Readers Guide, The
Education Index, The Science Citation Index, Resources in Education Index, Current Index
to Journals in Education, Indexes for Masters Theses and Doctoral Dissertations, MAPS
Special Report #1, ISPE Special Reports # 2 and #4, plus others. In addition, I photocopied
most of the articles and checked the references at the end of each to locate more articles,
so this bibliography is the most comprehensive list of the entire history of the planetarium
profession.
So, if you are going to do research on planetariums, start by getting a copy of Planetarium Bibliography 1913 to 1990 (again, either hard copy or IBM, Apple lie or Macintosh
format disks). You will save yourself hours of library time. The bibliography is published by
the Great Lakes Planetarium Association. To find out how to obtain a copy, contact:
Eric Schreur
2324 Bronson Blvd.
Kalamazoo MI 49008
By the way, David Rodger wrote the most number of articles with Joe Hopkins and Paul Deans second.
The author would like to thank Mark C. Petersen for his assistance in locating regional newsletters.

*but didn't know where to find out.
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The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR~ the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
DIGISTAR® is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

